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Py means of a station network built wp in the Uetterstain Mountains

ý.orthern Alps), continuous recordings of atmospheric electric elo=ents were

cr.rriod out during all seasons and weather conditions. The seven stations are

situated at different altitudes between 700 and 3000 a a&bae sealovel, their

horizontal distances being relatively small.

The potential rradient was recorded at each of the stations, the air earth

current of four of them. Besides, point discharge carrent, 9pherics, and the

rumber of positive and negative small ions were recordpA at moe of the stations.

The positive and negative conductivity of the air was measured through several

hours at each station from ties to time in f o weathqer. The nitrite and ni-

trate Ion contents as well as the p% value o? each precipitation were determin-

ed; the samples wore colleoted separately for each precipitation or, in the

oa*@e of longer precipitation, for several hours, and that at on' of the valley

stations, if possible simultaneously also at a neighborinug peak station.

Meteorologioal obsev.,ations wore nade at all the sta.ires.Portunately two of

the stations are housed at observatories st the German Weather Bervios, which

are supptl e us with their observation rerilts s ad, if needed, recordas at

station Parohant, where are our "hoadquarters" and which comands a view of

almost the whole station network, the meteorological obsiervations include ope-

o1*1 observations on cloud development and precipitatlon, types.

The obtained data and observations were evaluated extensively. The avers-

go diurnal variations of the atmospheric electric elecmwts per month or season

at the different stations in fine weather were used as s bass for the study of

bad weather phenomena. Since the stations are a sort of step-ladder through

mor than 2000 a of atmosphere, the network is especially fit for .raMLalug

cloud and preuipitation problem simultaneously at different altitudes. In the.

evalutation of the records, themrforoe relations between meteorological and

acoompanying atmo spheric electric phenomena were lookolYand found out for in-

stance with respect to space ohrge at shoeet ae" banmdsriea, frequency

of sign revere&lo of the atmspberie eleetrie elements at Wifferent altitudes

during =stable stratifloatlonia sign and @L-z rever-als in precipitation

with the melting sons level being J,.t within the station network, etc. Thun-

derstore problems were approaabhd by ezamining snow crywjtal friction and break-

ing and their electrio&l effects at the different stations during drifting

snow, and further by gathering experieaoe with respect tlo test thunderstorm
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forecasts based on ephorice recording* and to the corrolaticn between thunder.

storm occurrence and sun flares. The nitrate and nitrite contents of precipi-

tation proved to be indicatory of atmospheric electric coalitions at such al-

titudee, too, where t-wre are no recording stations. Besides the eventual

function of thene contaainant3 in tne process of cloud electrification in

considered.

For all the aitoorelogical eand atmoaheric electricsituaticns dealt with

sing!* exanples are described and illustratea by recoraing exa-ples showing

the records of the seven stations cne above th.ie other on one figure ("s yn-

optic cnArts"I. ?eyond this, the results of the nw ricý! and otatistical

analy3is of the atmo@;krlc electric recording c-urves are Fiven in a great

numzber of graphic representaticns.
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1. Introduction

In Technical Report A? 61 (514)-732-C we dealt with the first part of our

studies an atmospheric electricity supported by the Geophysics Research Direc to-

rate of the US Air Force Ca:-bridge Research Center, ARDC. This Report covered r.

period of two years, during which the station network was completed ard messur-

in~g instruents were proved; furthermore, we endeavoured to obtain a prelimin&-.

ry ins ight into the mawifold forms of atmospheric electric phenomena, the mnulti-

plicity of which appears clearly, if the connections with meteorological pro-.

cesses are cot.--idered. It was nece3sary, within theoa, first two years, to ob-

tnaln Treer and survey, to classify all the diverse single Fphenozena, and to

arrange them according to types.

This classifying and finding out of types was carried out by means of

asynoptic charts", which contain all the recorcls and observations of one day

from all the stations. A more or less large number of single instance@ were

given to describe and establish the single types. 11owver, already in the period

covered by our first Technical Report, mumerical evaluations of the single cases

were started, which were intended to be followed by a statistical t~reatment of

the data.

The scope, as to the methods, of the second investigation period, covering

the two years 28 June 1956 till 27 June I95 and described in this report, was

a) to continue the recording work and the observ tions as completely as;

poessible, in order to Increase the fundamental material;

b) to establish and apply statistical evaluation methods;

c) to carry act additional complementary investigationste In order to make

up for sm deficiencies and to complete the whole.

The*e points can be detailed am folloesa

a)The station network, consisting of seven stations situated at different

altitudes, and the instruments used as yet (see section 2 and 3) were

kept on; additional atmospheric electric and meteorologioal recordings

were started at station Farchant (see below Point 3); see, Table 1.

b) As a base for the statistical evaluations of the records we used, on the

one, hand, the synoptic charts; 310 such oharts are in our archives till

nowl they were made for all days which, owing to their weather conditions,

could throw light upon relationships not yet unlerutood. oni the other hand,

&"E recording day was entered into a card index, which enables us to

classify systematically the individual cases and to discriminate bet-

w*eo the different ypoe..

a) With regard to the measurements added under Contract AT 61 (510)-949,
we have to mention the precipitation analyses for nitrate and nitrite
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ions and for the p% - value. These analyses were carried out sytoematical

ly and may aomplete the insight into the atnospheric electric processes,

especially into those which take place during the formation of rrecipi-

tation.

Besides, station Farchant was enlarged considerably by adding the con-

tinuous registration of air earth current, point discl.rge current,

meteorological amagitudes (temperature, relative huzidity, wind velocity)

and of the number of positive and negbtive small ions (by means of an

instr-ment lont from the Institut fUr Technische Elektronik der Techni-

sche, Hochschule Winch-.).

T.oe scintific objects of the investigation carried out under Contract ALF

F1 (514)-949 are outlined by the following pointso

a) behaviour of atmospheric electric magnitudes, studied simaltaneoualy at

different altitudes in the range 700 - 3000 a above sealevel, during

all types of precipitation;

b) electric phenomena during drifting snow;

c) behaviour of atmospheric electric magnitudee below and near thunder-

clouds:

d) behaviour of atmospheric electric magnitudes during foohal

e) atmospheric electric processes observed at mountain stations when

immerging into or coming out of fog;

f) electric charges on sheet clouds;

g) values of electric conductivity of the air at different altitudes and

their dependence on convection, wind direction, atmospheric radioactivi-

ty, etc.;

r., trial thunderstorm forecasts by means of spherics records;

,j influence of sm flares on the frequency of thunderstorms and spherios

pulses

k) correlations between nitrate and nitrite conoentratioc and p. value in

precipitation, and precipitation type, atmosphtric unstability, and et-

mospheric electric processes.

For some of these studies it was necessary to know exactly the behaviour

of the atmospheric electric magnitudes at the different levels in fine weather,

i.e. the monthly and seasonal meas of their dJurnal variations recorded on fine

weather days. Although this part of the numerical evaluations was not one of the

main subjectd of the work, we could not do without it; It was made possible

through a subsidy of the DEJCEN YNSCHUROSX SCRAPT. We wish to express

our thanks for this esential help.
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In the course of the two years covered by this Report, it became quite

clear that our station network, being a step-ladder of seven stations situated

at different altitudes, is specially appropriate for investigating the behavi-

cur of atmospheric electric nagnitudes during precipitation. Our synoptic

method*), I.e. the uniform and simaltaneous comparative evaluation of the syn-

c.•ronoue records and observations of all the stations, proved to be suitable

tore and in some other respects. In this Report, therefore, the results obtained

from the precipitation studies shall be described with more details than the

others.

It is the purpose of this Report to give an insight, which Is more pro -

Vound now, into the atmospheric electric phonomena observed at different alti-

tudes during different meteorological conditions and influences, great care

being taken that the result:c .-o.ld not only be demonstrated by individual

cases, but expressed quantitatively after a statistical evaluation of many

Casne.

On the other hand, it could not be the purpose of this Report to develop

and discuss theories for the correlations found, nor to give the existing lite-

i.atur*. Some theoretical studies were already begunl we are intending to carry

them through in the future, and also to collect further experience and to com-

plete the picture by continuous recording and observations.

I. RecordJin Instruments

The Instruments used are described in dotal1 in Technical Report Al 61

(514)-732-C. The equipment, which till nov proved to be suitable for the in-

vestigations carried tout, was not changed essentially except the followings

a) At station farohant, the member of positive and negative small ions

hits been recorded ontinumoasly since October 1957. The apparatus used for this

purpose, ale already mentioned, was lent by the Institut f¶Ir Toohnische Elektro-

nik der Technischen Hochachule Minchon; it was developed and built by this

institute *ccording to the same principle am is applied in th, recording

instrument described by WhIslsen und Creutzbora (see WNaleisen (1957) ).

b) At Lar•hs.t, also the registration of the point discharge current was

,.dded. A "oint at about 6 m above the ground, made of ctainless steel (V4U), is

,:ced for tni, nurpose. The point discharge current, passe, through a simple

az ifiter, Is recorded by an electronic potentiometer recorder (see below). For

recording results we refer to section 14.

+) for more details on this method see Report A? 61 (514)-732-C
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c) Since fall 1957, at Farohant the atmospheric electric data (potential

gradient, air earth current, small ions both siAp, point discharge current)

have been recorded by mans of an electronic potentiometer recorder (Siemens &

Haleke, Hartmann & Braun). To got this intrument as a loan of the firm Siemens &

?alske. It Is possible, with this twelve-channel dotted-line recorder, to re-

cord 12 different elements on the seae shoot, the distance of the single points

being 4 seconds, thus, if 12 different elements are recorded, 48 seconds for

each ulement. This electronic potentioneter recorder proved to be very appro-

.rfate for our work. For recording eanmples see figure 1o0.

d) Since January 1957, we habe been able, through a grant of the Allgentine

ElectrlcItatagesellsohaft (AM) Berlin, to record continuously at Farchant

wind velocity, zenith brightness, relative humidity, and temperature with one

point recarder on one sheet. So the comparison of meteorologloal and atmospheric

electric curves is made very easy.

3. The Station Network

The localities and the number of the stations for the atmospheric electric

recordings have not been changed since our Technical Report A.? 61 (514)-732-C;
nevertheless, for the direct understanding of the statements and results pre-

wented in the following, it seeme useful so give a short survey of the stations

once more.

In table 1, names with *.brevations of the stations are given, further

their altitudes above sea level, type and beginning of the respective reoordings,

and their geographical situations.

In table 2, we present the relative situations of the stations, i.e. their

horisontal and vertical distances.

Fig. I is a simple map of the shape of the region and the situation of the

stations. The highest mountain rengse, extending nearly in weat-west direction,

is called VrEWTEINWGIIRCI (Vetterstein Nountains), the highest peak of which

is the ZUQSPrTZZ. The Wetteretain Mountains as well &a Caraisch and our "head-

quartersO Parchant are situated in the nort hers Alps@
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Table 2

Name of the station Difference horizontal
in altitude distance
between from

station and

Zugspitzo Peak (Z)
Wank Peak (W)

feet miles

Farchant 7514 ()9.0 z
;624 (50 1.501 (w)

varmisch 7410 (z 7. (z
___ _____ 3528 (w) .99 (1

Eibsee j6432 ()2.42 (Z)
Oberno~os 5630 (Z) 2.06 (z)
Piffelriss 4530 (Z) 0.93 (Z)

__________ 3890 (2)9.01 (Z)L-

S 19 KM

N 3 SMKES

The station network
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4, The behaviour of atmoepleric electric Ksaltudes., observed

a~maltepeously at different altitudes, during precipitation

4.1, Bobshgvio of 01tmoseric elecotric Maltudes on typinga
dazqsuerveyed with the hel-p of sZnoptio charts

klthough we shall give a statistical evaluation of the results in section
4.2o and although in Technical Report AF 61 (514)-732-C a numaber of individual

Instances have been presented already, it seem" not to be advisable, in this

Teo?-aiica.l Report# to omit such individual instance&, whether with respect to

precipitation nor to all1 the other problema; there are some reasonst

a) Further instructive example* have been collected thes* two yeare. They

shall not be withheld from the reader.

b) EVery statistical evaluation Is based on simplifyin~g and schematizing

procedured applied when observed facts or curvea are translated into

significant numbers. With all carefulness It Is within one's discretion

to choose the means and methods. T'herefore, we want the reader himself

to have the opportunity, by means of the individual cases and originj4

records@ of chocking If the elaborated and concentrated results, wich

will be given later-ca, represent the circumstances satisfactorily, If

essential details are omitted, or If quite different viewpoints could

he found with respect to the evaluation.

We have still to point to a fact, which must be always considered when

looking at our records and their evaluations, in our equipment, the air earth
current to always measured with aerials, the aross section of which is so small,
that the precipitation charges falling down on the aerial have no significant

Influence on the rvcorded values. Thus, during precipitation,, the orgcipitatigg

current does not contribute to the measured current, This must be taken into
&count, when ou~r results are compared with thode of other investigators (e.g.
Chalmers (1956), who m6asures the total current including the precipitation

current). In view of our* method it Is not surprising that, in otecordse oh-

taimed during precipitation, nearly always current and potenia.l gradient show

the same sign* It is nct necessary, therefore, to view the behaviour of current
unkd potential gradient separately in our evaluations of records which are obtained
durinig precipitation.

40.19 Shover grecipitation

To begin with, let us deal with some examples of light separated showers,,
-rer.c-itqd by the rigures 2 - 6. Seldom we find during shower precipitation
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Notes to the S y n o p t I c C h a r t s

All curves are to be read from right to left. Time

dataaregivenin Central European

T i m e (CR - K=). Distance@ of time marks i

one houlr.

3 recorded potential gradient he continuous

i recorded air earth current auines

Monthly means of I and i 1
calculated for each hour a light dashed lines

of fine weather days

At the left margin in large circles: 1
abbreviations of the stations (so: **geoG,

tables I and 2 and figure 1) 1

Below the curveo &uf stations Z and Fo cloud amount

5•/6; 6/8; 0 7/8; O0/6,

and species of the cluids abbreviated.

Type and duration of precipitation., fog, istj, etc.

are entered in the respective records as followsn

0 rain * snow * rein and snow
Smnled

drizzle graup- l A hail

Vshower thunder- (J)disantustorm 9 thunderstorm

- fog =trb. drifting fog O0 moderate mis*

=strong mist 4* drifting snow

Intensitiest 0 - slightl I - moderatel t - strong
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the sign of the potential gradient to be predominantly the same at all levels

(Figure 2). In much more cases the curve shapea of all levels differ from each

other duringe the seae stower (Figure 3, 12-14 h; Fit-ure 4 and 6). Farther, it is

a fact that, during shower, the transition of the precioitations from the solid

into the liqu.d state and vice versa has no influence on the shape of the record-

ed.curve (Figures 2,3,4). Studying these and other examples, we notice that

slight showers, especially at station 7ugspitze, cause a negative potential gra-

dient. At peek stations for instance, a predominantly negative foieign field+)

is euperimposed upon the fine weather potential gradient even then already, when

the "mature stage" of a cumulus cloud is beginning. There 3re many observations

'see below) which show that Auch a negative foreign field exists already before

precipitation fal.ing out of the cumulus cloud arrives at the station. Fowever,

we &re not able to decide whether in th.ese cases precipitation has tsen already

formed in the cloud and is hovering because of anabatic winds, or whether there

are great field strengths built up already before zhe fornation of precipitation

(VonLegut and Moore (1958)1 Moore, Vonnegut and Botka (1958)) .

In Figure 5, we see an example of negative foreign fields recorded at

station Zugspitze below Cumulus congestus clouds with the rain being very slight

in each case of negative notch. Already these very slight "showers" exhibit the

typical alteration of the curve shape with heights negative values during the

rain at high levels, finally positive ones at low levels. Such sign reversals

of the potential gradient, being quite unsystematical in general, are typical

of light shower precipitations. By the way, they must not be confused with an

other phenomenon, from which they differ essentially& with the sign reversals

"of the foreign field in non-showery precipitation , occurring when the phyuical,

state is changed (see sections 4.1.2, 4.2.3., 4.2.4.).

Light thundery showers do not differ essentially from light nrn-thundery

showers (Figure 6 / Figure 4).

Heavy showers (Figure 7) differ from light showers only by greater positive

and negative amplitudes of the foreigkn field. A corre oadenoe of the course

of the reosrds at the different stations is only seldom observed during heavy

shnwere.

+) "Foreign field" mea,|s that additional potential gradient which, caused by

precipitation- or cloud-charges, is superimposed upon the potential gradient

as it would be in fine wea her
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The variations of the foreign field have especially great amplitudes and

a-, very rapid and frequent during and after cold front pa8ss!Vs (Figures 8 - 12)9

and, without cold front, also in the case of ocontinuous great unstability of

the atmosphere (Fisue 13). Alroeady from the individual examples presented we

see that obviously the frequency of the sign reversals of the foreign field

'a the higher, the greater is the atmospheric lability.

fNrther it has been observed that, at high altitudes, the frequemoy of

t'.e sign reversals of the foreign field is somewhat loss than at lower levels

(see PigureO 13 , which gives an extroe eeample).

In this section we have to mention a ftrther phenomenon, which in the

statistical evaluations becomes less menifoet: If, by upolide motions, Alto-

stratum Is formed, which more and more becomes thicker and turns into Wimbo-

stratum, the potential gradient at all stations is deorease* during this process

far below the fine weather value, a long while before precipitation comes down

( Tigure 11, 19 - 22 h). The first precipitation out of such a Altostratus or

Nimboetratus cloud forued by upelide notion arrives at all stations in a

negative potential gradient (V'igure 11, 21 - 22 hl Figure 12, 15 h; Figure

13, 1a.3O). !t makes no difference, "hak type of precipitation In falling,

whether snow, or graujel, or rain etc.
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4.1.2. Na-ehewey Ireolitation

4.1.2.1. Light precipitation out nf Altostratus or

Nimbostratus

Lot us begin with individual oases of light precipitation, first such

cr.zt of kltostratus. Here the same is true a@ was said above about preopi--

tation out of Altostratus (see here Figures 14 - 16). The potential gradient

is predominantly negative, where precipitation out of Altostratus arrives at

the station# whether it be rain or snow. There are also exoeptions, of Oourse

(Figure 17)t negative potential gradient at the lower levels in rain, but po-

sitive potential gradient in simultanooms *now falling out of Altostratus

higher up. Wo point especially also to Figure 141 At 21.00 there were only

single drops or trails of precipitation above the station. Nearly always, also

iA suoh case* only nogative potential gradient is observed thus even when

the precipitation doesn't touch upon the ground at the station, but is hover-

ing about It.

During light non-showery precipitation out of Cumlus or Nimbostratus

clouds we find predominantly positive foreign field at a station where snow

is falling, and a negative one at a station where rain or wet snow is falling

(Figures 18 - 20).

4.1.2.2. Heavy or continuous precipitation out of

Nimbostratus

This last statement of section 4.1.2.1. is true also for heavy or con-

tinuous precipitation out of Nimbostratus. The case of rain at all the stations

Is demonstrated in Figure 21, the case of snow at alle the stations in Figure

22. In rain, negative foreign field is by far predominatingl single thin posi-

tive points occurring are seldom. In snow. positive foreign field is nredomi--

r.tir.g. With respect to snow, however, we have to make a complementary state-

ment, it has been ascertained again and again, without exception, that the

base of Nimbostratus carries negative charge, independent of whether snow Is
falling, or rain. In cases of no precipitation, therefore, the potential gra-

dient is much lower below the Nimbostratus cloud than in fine weather, mostly

between slightly positive and slightly negative. Where there is rain, the

"negativity" Is Inoroasedl where there is snow, the positive foreign field

caused by the snow-fall Is in competition at stations below the cloud base

with the negative foreign field caused by the cloud base. This mean*, that the

potential gradient mostly exceeds the fine wheathor value during dense snow

fall, but Usually reumains below the fine weather value during very slight
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snow-fall, as Is clear in Figure 22 especilly at stations Parohant and Gar-

misoh,

If snow is falling, only at part of the stations, hirlher up, while at the

It.er sta1inns, a' lower atmospheric "fioors", there Is raln at ti,* same time,

then ti% foresig field is prepondoibintly positive at the stations with snow,

tut proeorderantly negative at the lower station. where it is raining (Pigu-

roe 23 - 27). VTie is Independent of the height where the transition from

snow ir~to rain takes place, for nastanos whether (at higher levels) between
1isupitze and Wank, or (in the valley) btat n *tbsiee and Parohant. It is in-

.apendert also of whether part of the sta'.inis ta within the cloud or not.

The conditions are the seame, If tg change from snow to rain, and vice

versa, takes place not only with regard to space, but also, at one or more

Individual stations, with regard to times as Lng an there Is snow, the iroing

field is ýrepondormantly positive, during rain, it *s preponderantly negatlve

!l.,•ures 20 - 31).

4.1.2.3. Periodica& variations of the foreign field curing

precipitat ions

In Figures 52 - 55 we a@* examples of a case found relatively seldom,

n..aoey that during quiet, uniform nonshowery precipitation there are sign re-

veraals of the foreign field whioh are not connected with or not caused by a

zhane in &it physical state of the precipitation. These reversals Of hi* si•p

of the foreign field are nearly rhythotao&l, alternating almost regularly.

Reviewirng synoptically the rec¢rdu of l1 the stations, we find t,&o typ.es

a) the almost rhytha•oal. regular weverwala of the sips of the toreign

field are recorded at every station, partly even w ih a relatively

good temporal ooinoidenoe exitino g from station to station

(right hand side of Figure 3?2 Ftuzre 15);

b the reversals are recorded oaly at the valley sta'.ions and tean't

show anjy rolatiomhip with the records of the higier stations

(right hand side of F?4 4re '4; FICure 5).

4.1.2.4. Slleeiai oaase

itial iy, we ave to 8m 6some na o ial o.e, at )1h oa*~ otly sold•aa

b-.! zovortiesee **mid %e i"rua1 t iA a Nttar diecusiel of theeretioej

I deas.
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a) Oucasioasaly, more or lees rapid and frequemt variations of the

for,@iwa field are found durin3 unlfzra rain; oftem they take place

espeoially within the area of negative values (Figure 36), seldom the

,nrves have a tendevoy also t2, poeitive values (Figure 37). It is trik-

in# that this pheoaon is sot limited to onlyfstatton, but that all

the stations exhibit the sa curve oharaoterp although the variations

of tec si•rl. stationns .)tly differ from sash other in the frequency.

Thus, in al ttoe. cases there must be a more than' local cause.

b) Very seld a ve find &A inverse behaviour of the foreign field

during non-enowery preoipitstiui, e.g. oontinuously negative values .,n

noe-fall (althoW not out of Altoetratuel) (Figure 38, statiins Wank and

Ridfeo. is), or positive values during rain, with negative values possible

at the sa& time at amer stations (Figure 39).

c) Very seldom it haopens that the transition of rain into enow do*e

not oause a reversal fr% the negative to the positive sign of the foreign

field, and vloe versa (provided conditions arp non-ehowery and the cloud

ts not Lltootratue). In Figure 40 we see that at the stations Riffolriso,

Waisk and Z~gpltzo positive foreign field exists during snow-fall, while

at the lovar stations aberwooe, Kibse0, earmisch, and ?archarl during rain

and driasle, high positive values are reoordod, toi, snich remain after

the following transition into snow.
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Table 3

Closd type Prooipitation type Type and number of ase

(observed ,S * 1956 + 1 9'S) 1

uniform gaow poeltive foreign fields 177
negative foreign fields.. 11

variations of forfieldPlalbo st ratu s; p ar a.llel at ntor # than 2
stational ........ 1

ml*tia sng w toreign field shove
sign reversales ... . 110

@table foreign field shows

no siag reveoealas ......... 5

stratification uniform rain positive foreign fiold, .10negative foreign field, 165

variations of for.field
parallel at more than 2
stational ...... . .- .16

uniform anow positive forelgn field, 3
Altoetratu negative foreign field: 53

or mlting snos foreign field shows
Altoesratua esgn reversals . 0

being foreign field shows
transformed no sign reverealas .. 4 4

Iouniform rain positive f~rre• fields 7Piabostratus negative foreign fields .57

(upelide olouds); below trails of poaitive foreign fields 2
stable preoipitation negative for*ign field, 15

etrati fioat ion

oheotto oourse of for.
field at all stational 1ý0

variations c,F for.feldrain showers parallel at aorv than 2

ss Istational 46

snow showers vuriatione of for.field
antIPM1a*lel at moreClouds them statiors 4
foroe!p field shows

un~stable • tl reersalse 0
Stbl ltMaw g mpol foreign field egatveoe

"" @Ia• reversals

Itat is" fle onely mesative for.fteld

at setati.n| z""PISee i

n140 eaboes, dulrLng positive foe4p field$ 3,
ow•de tm or ne 0il411111 4p mp0t41w fe•pl. fields 2

o b I fvw-410 flold



4.2. Results of the etatistioal - synojtic evaluations

4.,. Survey on total numbere

In table 3 a %.urve# it riven, wi.IcL wAs obtained by nvuboring the cases

of the different typee of potential gradient behaviour during the respactive

precipitation and cloud types. For this, our oard index (eeo Intruduction) was

used, which now comprises the years 1955, 1956, and 1957.

4.2.2. Snow showers and rain showers

For every station ard every precipitation, i.e. for every oohercnt sepa-

rate rain or snow period, we oalouated by meane of the "synoptic charts",

during what peroentage of the total pr*cipitat~on duration there was positive

foreign field. The total duratiorn of such a precipitatioc period was concidered

10. Further, the numbers of sign reversale oi tha foreign field per hour

*ere determined for thi, same precipitation pariods. The fine weather value of

the respective hour wd month (see section 15) was the base for the calculation

of these two mansitudes; the foreign field Is asv•ed to be positive, where the

potential gradient is above the light dashed line entered in the synoptic

charts for each station and representing the aversav daily variation per monthi)

(see foot-note page 15). All our synoptic charts of the years 1955, 1Q6 end

1957, i.e. a total of 310 *ynoptiq charts, were evaluated I!, this manner.

Data ottained dur~ng an excursion to the Zugapit.platt in 1955 (see Technical

Report AF 61 (514)-732-C) were also included.

Then for eaoh of tne stations the arithmetic means of the magnitudes were

calculated over all precipitation p#eriode.of the years, i.e. over the number

of re-ording hours entered at the right hand aergln ox the following figures.

In the firures of section 4.2.2. atud 4.2.3., the mean poroenla" 9ef the pre-

olpitation duration, which have positive foreign fight, always ar-i designated

by 1% poeitive* -nd reoressnted by blaok columm,, while the mean numbers of

the sign revereale of the foreign field per heur a-e doeegnated by "ohiaes

p,ýo. and repreeented ';y white colume.

In Figure 41, the result for rain sh were is gIven aynoptinally for r.ll

st.ations. Th* foreig fleld dtLring rain shower is positive for U) - 4• 4 )f

the precipitation Juration, depending oa the stetioi.. The umber of its sign

reversale per hour it betwees 2. and ý. The IlrKest frequencies of sig. re-

vereals are fowW at %he valley statione.

Nrrisg esoe-shwer (PtFiur* 42), the forvign field to peettive in 40 - 5

of the total precipitation diration, k peroeontage which is Set coas•derstaly

Later thm the vaite ftted fer rain ehower. The •uer of the reversals po.

) in fine weather
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hour durkng snow shower i1 almost the same as during rain shower (2.2 - 2-7).

Neither in rain shower nor in snow shower an Influence of the altitude

of the station on the positive foreign fleld is found.

If we do not discriminate between the altitudes of the stations, but

between three atm~spheric "floors" chosen according to the physical state of

*he -rec'pitation, thus

a) snow shower zone

b, melting zonc, wý.ere tUe tranrixtion from snrld to liquid state, or vice

versa, taxes place; rere showery snow can be mixed with showery rain,

c) rain shower zone,

then we obtain Figure 43s the transition from the snow shower zoe to the

r.elting zone involves a light decrease of tVe positive foreign field peroenta-

ge to s value which is the iame as in the rai shower zone. The frequency of

sign reversals is somewhat grate- in the moltin zone than in the two other

zones.

AGORECORDG HOURS

\_ J29

VKf28
-,4"

FA~r*!9qn field a,' its ~~r~rs5hrn ahoper in the I~tree "it~



4,2,3. IUg-hoeh y preo. itattloaz imuorteroe of tne seltlua

A quite different pictuet results from se analogous inves•igation of

non-showe"7 precipitatiOns.

During uniform rain (PFegre 44) the positive foreign field peroenta4g is

only a - 12 %, and the number of s~gn reversals of the for*len field per hour

0.7 - 1.2 . Thus, both magnitudes are smaller than in the case of ralia shower.

During uniform snow (Figure 45) the range of the frequencies of sign rever-

sals is about the sam sa during urlform rain, but the positive foreign field

percentage is mob higher than during uniform rain (80 - 90 %).

If we agnla discriminate betweem

a) same of umiform anow

b) melting sone, whatre the transitaio from solid to liquid statle, or vioe

versa, takes liae; here snow aea be nixed with rain,

o) some of uniform rain,

then we obtain Figure 46. It differs fAwdamentally from ?lour* 43. In the owre

of son-showery preoipitation*), the melting precess, as to suggested by this

Figure 46, to ceupled sith those processes whloh esause the sign revoeial of

the forsie field. If another same were eoupled with those processes, the black

oolumn of the melting sone would be the same am for ency, or the someVfor rain,

and not in the middle of the sequ•sOe. We note further that the e-t7 reversals

are more frequent in the melting zone than In the snow and the rain sons.

There is a simple reason for thist the transition from the rain "floor" to t1,q

snow "floor", or viae versa, involves at least one sign resersal, and these sig

reversals always are added to the sign reversals ooourrir• in too melting zone
by other reasons. Beyond this, ia the melting son@ eo.- reversal* are more

probable, than In the Wo othr' zones, 6!Ano0 -=-•chnges ..f the p,.,yioal utats

of the preoipitation are relstivq'y probabhli here. In the ano* eone, sign re-

versals are sore frequant than In the rain zone, but auob loes frequent than

duriL• stw•wre.

16 .CI'WL r* slgibtl) aJr*44 in tres os.. of eb•bor preeiy4tstlia
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Figure 46

Foreign field and its sign reversals during non-showery
precipitation in the three main precipitation zones

4.2.4. SLre*Axth and sign of the potential ivradient at different

altitu4ee durLng rain or snow

For each station, this analysis was carried out as follows (Figure 47)t

a) For each hour of uniform snow (number of recordi:ag hours entered at
the right hand margin of Figure 47 ann marked with "* "), we cal-

culated, what percentage of the fine weather potential gradient (,Lnd
conduction current) of this hour and the respective month (see sect-

ion 15) the jctual potential gradient E (conduction current i) is on
the average, the reipoctive fine weather value alway* being iO00.

For instanoes if, the actual con.ýjction cur-ent equals the fine

weather oonduotion current of the same hour, the percentage is+1001

ori if it is twice the veespetive fine weather value, the percentage

iesQOO or, if it is sero, also the percentage is zero. The arithoetic
mean of all the potential gradient (conduction current) pereentages

is entered in Figure 47 as black (white) colum, and that for each

station. All the seven values are far above +100 f. The potential
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gradiemt peroentages deorease with increasing altitudo ( oompare

oootlom 4.2.6.). About W•lt of the uniform snow cases oould be evaluat-

ed syutematioally in this manner. The rest showed so high positive valu-

es, thet the devitations surpassed the record sheet breadth; it hat to

be omitted. Consequently we may assume, that aotuallj the mean peroon-

tages are even higher.

b) The soam oaloulation wae made for uniform rain (number of recording houra

entered at the left margin of Figure 47 and marked with " "). Them.

results give lees informatinn, sinoe the range of 4 ligtt rain" osnnot

be defined exactly. During strong uniform rain-falls, ou the other hand,

usually the breadth of the record sheot was surpeae , u- hoee precipi-

tation days had to be omitted. If all cases of ýýniform rain were inolu-

ded, the negative mean percentage, oonsequent:lyj womld be Still more ne-

gative. The differences of the peroentwige frin ae rtion to stat;.on, are

here only smell.

HEIGHT STATION:
A80VE O OF RECOka'NG FhL/RS
SEA LEVEL

3000- ZUWSPTYUE- 52. l 210 *

2C,^C

t4 K 3 66*
L'1"97 I- 50 so

RIS

CgTR1.4fXI 60e 46*

70o0 -. 'IBSEE -771 e - i43 *
5 ~37 4

FA~I~VT1' 0 a25*

100 0 I0 20 - O•I10 010 00 300 %

Figure 47

Strength and slgn of the potential gradient at

different altitudes during non-obvery rain or

snow
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4 -Streng~hand sig oT' the potential gradient below Altomtrntue

with or without procitation falling out of this

Here we recall, to begin with, that precipitation oUt of Altostrntus is

very7 slight. In Figure 48 and 49, for each station the mean strene-.1 of the

potentinl gradient below Aloutratu-, in terme of percentage., Is desonatrat-

e0, Oh fine weather o ;entiril gradient being 100 % (end represented by the

vertical deahad lines). The nalculation of the arithmetic meant was sade an

described in section 4.2.4. The same analysis was carried out for the conduction

w-rent.

If there is snow-fall at statio Zugepitzs (Figure 48), t1e p, tontial

gradient (conduction cwrrent) nevertbeless is lower than in fine weather. It

is about the eau as in the case of the station being 1e•aov Altostratus with-

out precipitation. However, where there Is rain out of Altostrxtus (Fig•re 48),
the values are clearly lower than in the came of the stati. n being below Alto-

otratur without rain (Figura 49). This inveetigation amgan chow" that below

Altoetratus the potential gradient is lower then it wuld be in fine weather

,eme section A.1.2.1.). Hence we say conclude that the base -f the cloud sheet

ca.rriea negative spasm charge.

If eolid precipitation particle* are falling through the Altoetratus,

cloud drnplete, which doubtleve carry negative charges, fretsa upon the pro-

cipitatica e.rticles at the cloua base. This will prevent the poeitive values

of the for•'ign fied, wAie.h are uotal in all tUe other c¢ese ci iam-ehowery pre-

cipitatinn, appearVig also in snow fcllinx out of Altostratus. There can be

oeve-al rseorns, w'y thie w_-3hin~em Aoeon't tork 3n the case of Nimbostratus,

the base of which carries negative chazget

a) Altostratus mostly is only of small thickness. Consequently, the pre-

cipitation particle. formed An it have still very nmall falling velo-

cities, vrh tbk.y ar-4.vi at 'he oal",d be-e. Thuethoy have relatively

such time available there for picking up nega' 1ve charges.

b) The Bies of A]tostratue, in oontra•2a1tinotlon to that of Mimnbotratue,

Ie suLrp and definite. So the negative space char"- density there will

be expecially high. Therefore relatively many negative charge. of

freesing-un cloAd droplets are conveyed to %he surfac of the preoipi.

tation particles just in the last moments of their fall through the

cloud, so that the compensation by poeittie cloud droplets freesing on

the pteoipitation particles is small.

+ t oornradatinctiaon to the on•i4tione in Niabcetrutur
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HEIGHT STAT Ei. OW ALTOSTRATUS WITH PR'UCIPITATION
ABOVE AO OF" RCORtU'NG hOMX/
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Figure 48

Strength and sign of the potential gradient below Altostratus with

precipitation falling out of this

HEIGHT STATION:
ABOVE I BELOW AL TOSTRATUS AO OF RL ý-OROWN 6 H DURS•

ISEA LEVEL ½:: *"'! .' .'

30COC- ZLIGSPITZEE 68

PIATT

2000•-

WANK - 33

0•TRM 1

7000 L- EI1BSEE 3?

27

0 IbC 200 300 400 %

Figure 49

Strength and sign of the potential gradient belew Altostratus without
preoipi1,tion fmaling out of it
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4.2.6. Influence of type and mine of the snow orystale on the

strenirth of tie foreign field durIng snow-fall

kl,•e*4y Li Technioal Report AF 61 (514)0-72-C we reported a preliminary

investigation which showed that on the Zugspitte the foreign field in snow-

fall depends on size end osystal type. This result could now be oonfirmed

with a maoh greater number of obeervations. Figure 50 gives, in term of per-

oentagea, "man yues obtained for station Zugapitte. The number of snow crystal

obeervatf.ono+) ar.' indicated on the top of each colum. The OO % level signi-

fies die potential gradient as it wo4ld be, at the hour of the respective ob-
servation, in fine weather. The figure ehow* cleoaly that tne potential gre-

dient during snow fall is the greater, the greater Is the diameter (i.e. extent

In the largest dimensioq of the snow oryutalu to'raing the snow fall (flakes are
ver7 seldom at station Zugspitze). Nurthar, the praotial gradient Is higher

in the o"e of flat (e.K. plate or star shaped) or~ttale than in the case uf

neodle shaped crystals. Perhaps it I@ allowed to Infer from these observations

that thi falling velocity of the precipitation particles It of importance, and
so that the foreign field is the stronger, the smaller is the fea•ing velocity

of the precipitation pfrtioles. Besides, tV:As view could be oorrotorated by

Ficure 47 (section 4.2-4.), In falling down, the single snow irystals, which

* FI.Ar SOW C STALS 224 OBSERVATIONS

1955 1957

300 LI NEED.F S • D CIR-STALS

19-
C

%

2 60

O0

(I- 1 1-2 2-3 3-4 >4

DIAMETER OF SNOW CRYSTALS IN rpyy

Figurre 50

+)They were made by the observatory ZVgepitse of the oermin Weather Servloe
aooordIng to the directions of the U000.
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are usual at station Zu~ppitze, more and more combine to form smell flakes and

at "sat, arriving in the valley, large flakes. ¶ e latter fall such more Plow-

ly than single crystals, and, indeed, the foreir-' field durino @saw fall is the

stronger the more we go to lower levels.

4.2.7. Relation between lability degree of the stratification and
frequency of the mixn reversals of the foreian filid durine

precipitation

Already by a comparison of Figure 43 with Figure 46 we see that there must

be a corelation between tha lability (-unstability) degree of the atmosphere

during precipitation and the frequency of sign reversals of the foreign field.

Beyond this, it was attempted to grasp this correlation quantitatively. For

this purpose, we used the radio Pond* ascent data of the flknich-Hies Airport.

The temperature data were entered in the "STMV Diagram Paperu (observed lapse

rate). The courossof the respctive dry adiabatic an me:st sAiabatio were de-

termined in the well known smaner. Then the area between 500 ab level line,

moist adiabatic, observed lapee rate, and 700 ab line was measured with plani-

meter. The value thus obtainetd in square centimetres is a relative value for

the lability energy between 700 and 5,00 ub. When it is positive, tbe stratifi-

cation is unstable. These evaluations were made for both radiosonde ascents of

each day.

Here we have su insert that the radio sonde data are obtained in the free

atmosphere, whereas in the region of our station network, i.e. at a distance

of 100 km from Mun~ch-Riem and in the mountains not far from the northern

border of the Alps, the actual unatability can be somewhat different from the

unstability existing in the free, atmosphere above Uunicli. E.g. we have to con-

sider that in many cases during slightly stable stratification of the free

atmosphere there will be already unstable stratification in the mountains, since

here the air in the lower atmosphere obtains additional energy by the insolation

of slopin surfaos%.

Figures 5; - 56 show the correlation which is obtainedl for each of the

stations (Garmisch and Farchant be'.ng united to "valley"), if the frequency
of the sign reversals of the foreign field during precii4tation (all kinds) is

plotted against the simultaneous relative value of the lability energy between

500 and 700 mb. The etratifioation above our station net, a" mentioned above,
is not exactly given by the radio sonde data of Manich-Ries, so we cannot ex-

pect the two magnitudes compared to show a very close connection. Hlowever, it
is evident that the frequency of sigu reversais increases with increasing
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Figura 51

Lailtysergy between 500 an~d 700 mb v. sign rever-
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t•bility energy between 5M and 700 llb v. sign revi r-
sale of the foreign field durln• preolpitational
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unstabillty. 'an differences from station to statioa or* ol; s*2sight end of no

imp•ir-tnee. Ts fV'Uo!wizA ow be gatbCred from the figurost

If the nmaber of sign rqnerrals per hour is more than I, it is very pro-

bable that the stratification of the *tmocphore It unstable between 700 And

5(•) ub. the fact being taken into acco%mt that a slight negative labllity ener-

gy of the free atmoaphero mostly signifies unatability above •zr r.-uon. If, on

tne ather hand, "he nimber of sign reTersals ps4.our is k.eea thar. 0.8, s way

assume t!at, with high probability, the stratification Is stable. es:-6es the

posesility to aiply this Piz* criterion in the meteorologi.al T-ractics, the

tiestigation is of lnterst also for atmoepheric electricity, because it yield-

ec. a sort of quantitative rule s'cording to whicfl %he more or less claotic sign

--eweraals of the foreign field, occurring for instance especially during shower;

4ctually are coupled with the degree of tw-bulacoe. This function.l connection

a independent of the orographic conditions and altitudi of the station, thus

it rlects facts of general Importance.

As to the meteorological practice, the results could be used to find out,

at a reather station which has no radio sonds and with the help of simple k-cton-

*;ial gradient recording, if the stratification conditions are changing in the

course of a precipitation.

5. The behaviour cf the fcrsaa field during driftin ancw.

Processes of snow and Ioe crystal friction, of charge septaration by break

ing of snow And Ice crystals. etc., are of general interest foir the explanation

of tha.nderstorm ale. tricity.

Since within our station net drifting snow i. relatively Tr*quent, which

partly changes the electrical conditi•nas in the nsi-hbourhaod of the rtations

corviderably, a systematical evaluation of the records was carried out wit)'

reoDeot to drifting snow.

The evaluation was based on t.he observaticn, that from tha mountain rid-

gee snow and ioe zrystals are whirled aloft many hundreds of metres. This cau-

sees Prticles of different Li1es to be separated from each other by th4 wind.

The large fragments iom• fall b&ao to the t-rouM, to týs neigtbourhood of the

place fror where they hat been whirled upi the small fragments, according to
circ n•tar.oes, car, wsnder along with the strong wtnd current many kilosetres.

In the ermluationý therefore, we 1.-A to consider above all the wind diro-tion

above the Wetteratein Wountains L"ý he geographical elevation of the etatinne.
In Figure 57 a little map is added, which gives the main ridges of the Wetter-
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stetrIn Emtais, with station Zuappitse (Z). Rspeoialy from these ridges the

snow to abIrled up (compare Figaro Q).

If tie wind is oomiAq from southern diroctions, the large fingmente whir-
led up at th* -. rthsra ri4je shvun ir. the small ma~p of ?1gure 57 immiiately
fall ioack to the slope just north of this ridge, widis e tuially clouds of the

small fragments azeo carried away by the wind ov-lr stations kiffalr-'ev (R),

bSit&* (E), and xometimes also Obersoce (0).

If, on the ot'-.r Hand, the wind ccnew from northern~ dlrectioas. snow to

vhlrlgd up nea~r the station3, the lsr~rs rertirled. soon fall tack in 'the

fle!#hbourhood of the place shere they had boon whirled up, and a certain a*-

,aatot. of paLrticles of differsnt siz#A takes ;lacei but the smnall patrticles

crigiat in~g at E, 0, or I cz.;iot te carr.!*Ie avar the wall formed by the rýg

of the Zugpitze, and a seppration of the differart kindp cf those particles

which are whirled ur at station Z -:ould oal: inf.utnee the atuos,~haric electric

codý-Ions at statinns attuatod to the south of Z (which Jomlt exist).

In F±ire- 5"7, all ct.Ae are included whire,

a) there TA" fine esoth~rn anid

b) drifting snow w~t ',baerved at the mountain ridge, and

c) at one or more cf the, stations in question (E, or 0, or R)

the pove-ntial grsa-iont had not tha fine weather value.

The ftguxe demonstrattc that the foreign fie-ld at sattions 0, K, and R i

positive during southern vtncds in noasily alli cases, wh.ile during v'~rthern rindi

it -toetly is nongrtivo. T1his seant that the clovets of tiny z~xticles fliyn~g

over the station* predofimazitir.#ly carry R-Mat-t-T# chsarpea, ard that, or. ths3

other '.i'vd, the 1a1M :articles whlrlad up nleer t*-e stations carr- Zea~til*

~ r~.The pesitive f-r9e4n fiolds caused by positive crystal clouds flyirg

aloft with the cr.uth vwtni cflen could býj cbest-fed even at i'tati.=r.a -;rsiach

,-d Fierchar~t, i.e. at a cz.atanre of FAt least 6. a-iles fr:). the. --six, ridge of

te 4et'.eý-e1-in Mouithins. hevrs t.e sal cryeal.6e prorarIly toure al-ready w-rap-

&;e±, .aaving their poptý,Y chr;7*t on t.-e nuclei ,)f aix (:urrer;,.. For

re~ir4 exasplens 5cc eactton

1,he resultc.' tfhcin tL es±at-i.iint that, If icoi ~-Yyntals are lzroi-,*n.

i'nail1 splfnters carry pos)itiye c-sr~fsv, a&r( Ihe lergor residues neaiechar-

rw.' 1s 1:. ajrvsdMfst Vjti-' the hr.I:etxp#r-4wsntx of Kur- '199t, an

Xc~iýAer &rid 5iranar~ (19',5). It **@us t, be Ii~r~tt5nt for the theory of thuneer-

at ý"zffl.
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6. Sign o. Ohe polZential gradient below and nfar thundercloudB

In Teohni-ai Report AT 6' (514)-732-C, we deouded from Individual inatane-

as that below the bass of thunderclouds the foreign field predC.Atne.tly is ne-

gatIve, b,tt that it is positive below a far extending 'irrus ncthuA. This st,-

tement 'e in agreement mith the gener&lly accepted view cn 'no struoure of

thundercloule.

Table 4, Including all the thunderstorwa of 3 years Ach ocnured at a hiFh

level station, gives an acoount of the behavitou. cf the foreigr- field as it wes

recorded at the respective station.

T@Lble 4

Position of the station with type an- number of cases
regard to tý" -I,,ud part (observed 1955 + 1956 + 1957)

noIntain. sta•io): within or ore Ign. field predoidnantly poxitive, 4
b~ielew the bake of thelthebai oftheforeign field predominantly negatives 31

suni-an stttioen below foreIgn field predominantly positive, 27
Ciz-xrus no•ua f oreign field predominantly negative, 21

-aounte&n etation bolcw foreign field predominantly positives 0
A-itocuza•us ,1la0•onitus feo ign field prodomAnantly negatives 16
or 0s301abus

mountain statitn within or
below the base of the cwaotio course of foreign field, 44
Iuicnlznbi or below
Cirr-s notihu

oe ees, that iz 44 cale. tie co'. so of the foreign field was chaotic, so

that :t wa&s impossible to ciecirmins- t~e d!fferent parts of the thundercloue.

Epecially in heavy procipitation we oftcn fizd a chaotic course of the foreign

fteld in and below the thundvrcloud -.s and in the neighbourhood of the cloud.

The records then are similar to t-oe duzing showers.

Ir Figue'e 58 - 60 again 1ixdiv•dual caswe are given. They deunnotrmte anew

that prediominartly a pceltile fo.'-ign field exists below Cirrus nothus, i.e.

that this cloud part carrisa positive charges. From Figure 59, further, we learn

that at the hig. level svations the negative sign of the fore.gn field is pre-

dominantly below the base of the thundercloud.

, e-tatisticl analytin of the cases oLtaine. till now yielded the results

codonseue in Figures 61 and 61. The moaning of the oolnxmo Is the same as des-

cribed in section 4.?.2., only instead of precipitation periods we ha" hpve

?erioda where the station is beliw the aloud part Ineioated at ths top of the

figure.
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iPositive foreiimr field below Cirruas nothus
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Figuire 61

Foreign field and its sigr reversals below Cirrus nothus
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Foreign field and its sign reverALu telow Cumulonimbus
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At first lot ua 1ook at ths stations Zugepitze and. Zu~apittplattt

voelow CI.-ris notbas the foreign field Is positive during about 80 - 90 % of'

the tir'e, below the Cumu.omnibnn base it is positive during only 20$ of the

time. If we look at the other stations, the value Is about 60 % elholw Cirrus

noturs, anid abbut 30 - 50 % below the Cumulonimbus bmaL*, the decreane and in-

crease with height between the valley and 30CM a above sealevel the record@

are Influetacad in ruah a mannior that, at the low level stations, it Is no

luger possible to lraW reliably an i~nferonce from the record as tc the actual

cloue, charge. Therefore records, wich one obtaines only at low levels, cannot

yield any satisfaotory resulte with respect to tn* investigation of the thainder-

coeud structure. Further we lenin from Figure 62 that the frequency of the sig;1

reversals of tne fireigri field below a Cumaulonimbus base is such greater at

lowev lcmele than at higher levels. Fr.om this we nave again to inIX~r thatt the

low level rea-'e~ don't enable us to &scertain the temporal and, what is the

consoatuenoe, the epatIal charge conditions in the jloud. Thus electrical pro-

ceesee are occurring at the lower level., which mask the true picture of the

cocnditions in the Cuiuminiu~s cloud. Prnobably the processes in question are

con eaoled on the one hand with the pr~cipit*Lion, and en. the other hand with

space charges near the ground, whl< ' axe caused by point discharge.

SHMEX and ccjnolasioýE±a @rsotiona4 . and 6

Pu.ring ehower precipitation usauelly chaotic covre'. are recorded for th*

potential gradient and the conduction current, which practically runs parallel

and always ha~s the eaam. sign as the simuLtaneous potential gradient. The

character of tie curves, whico art obtainied siimultaneously during the same

shower, only seldon is the sawe from station to station. The processes, there-.

fore, by which the details of the corn 94 are determined, msut greatly differ

from station to etation and I)* of local Importance only. Only seldos, It it

possible to draw concluasions from re~ords obtained during shower As to the

electric charge in the '-louds,,

However, during very light showers and *sp~ecially under shower clouds

passilig over the xtations without preo'pitation rolativeoly often the oharacoter

of the curves Is the sa&*e at the, differen~t stations, i.o. at different altitud-

to. Hone*no.e can oonn'ude %hat it Is the prescipitation which durl~ig '.)eavy

a-ower so mob diaturbothe picture on tie records.

At high level stations, aiwpys a slight foreign field of negatiwe sig.1 to

observed at first, when tbe staticn is below a growing muwjiua t'",goetum, and
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tý-t before any proeipitation Is failing at the station itself. The latter faet

euggeste that this foreign field is caused by the negative ape" charge at the

aloud base, which is boeg aoumulated there in some way or other, while the

aloud to beoomirig "mature*. In this oonnection one remembers the ideaa of

V onst (1953), who found that the electrie fields in Cumulus clouds are

built up alrejA bLf6re any precipitation Is formed. L__onne_ pesume that

the poit discharge on the earth'. surfaoe might be the siource of the sharges

rneeded, lorging ions which are brought into the repeOctive cloud "floors" by

dorl•.rafto or upd-wfts. Comparing our records with this picture we find the

following diffioulties, the positlve fine weather potential gradient existing

at first is lowered telow growing Cumulms congestus clouds by the negative

charges aousmlatfr4 at the cloud bas., So -oint dimcharge more and more stope

(until precipitation sets in), instiad of supplying the cloud with more and

more ione. Perhaps by inoreased observations it will be possible to explain this

contradiction.

BI the enaelyip of individual cases as well as by the statistical evaluation

of the records carried out with respect to the behaviour if the potential gra-

diart duzing ehower it is demonstrated that no significant changes of the

curve character are caused by change.s of the physical state of the procipi-

tation. DIuring u...-r. precipitation the frequency of the sign reversals of the

foreign field is relatively great, it is the greater, the higher is the stac.-

spheric unstability (e.g. during passage of aitive cold fronts).

In precipitation (showery and non-showery) out of upellde clouds, i.e.

Altostratus wich is growing thicker, with the cloud base a.beidling, and whict:

then Is developing into Niaboetratus, negative foreign field is recorded at

all the stations below the cloud or in its bas4. This is independent of the

phyoioa. state of the precipitation. It is likely that, because of the apeca-

l...sonditions during preol;itation out of clouds with small thiokneeMs together

with the cloud droplets maly negative chairges freest upon the precipitation

particles, since it is certain that, at the Altostratus base, tOere is htgh

negative space charge and thus the cloud droplets carry many negative oharges.

Du-r-.W non-showery precipitation (,not coming out of Aktnstratuse ttere iý

a connection, almost like a law, between the sign of the foreign field aid te

phystIal C.ýt of the pror1pitationj the foreign -ýd is negative in raia

during more than 90 % of the precilitetion Ixiratinb, ar.d it is ;oeitle in

snow again luring more tra, #o 4 of t01e PrOcipitation duration. !ho sign rever-

sal of the foreign fieli exactl; taxes place in the sne wherw the precuit-

tatton is eittn. aoul trat independintly of wetnetr the tranitihon frog rein

iet:n snow or vise versa te only a spatial one or a *mpural rne, too, anj at

wlhat altitUdo above the seeaevel it takes place. she malting ;roeoss V,- mist
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b MPled with that pr*ese which determiae* the Siam of the foreign field

tuiai preipItatlatm. Therefore It Is Importat to Slv more ationtion to the

meltiag seae.

Tb. froquescy of the sign reversals of the foreign field In very smell

duriag -- -1 wexr prooi.itati@m It Is lose than one xevereal per hour, and

only i& the meltiag sane•, as is eansequent, it is sli/ghtly higher.

Darin am.-obowery preoipitatioan, end here relatively seldom, rhythmical,

regularly alternating aiga reversals of the foreign field are observed, which

are not *n&eoted with changes of the physical state of the precipitation. Two

groupe of oee me fomAs the parallel and practically synchronous reversals

oer a) at nearly al the etations, or b) only at the valley stations. The

reversals ar likely to be oased in poo a) by findwametal aloud prooesses,

aS is LOUP b) rather by local prooeeee. with reseaeot to group &), We may

prosume that a slgn revewra of the preoipitation charge taking plaoe simaltanoe

rasly at all levels is Imprebeblel if, an the oth•r hand, the sign revereals of

the preolpitation charge took place omly rooo, at higher lavels, the sam re-

vereal would be observed somewhat later at the lowom stations, expecially in

snow, which comes dawn slowly; but no such lag of the sign revers&ls could be

observed from station to station. Thue, with regard to this problem, it in ne-

oeasary to oomtimus the obeervations.

It mwa obeft-ved that ther" Is a oloxr influence of size and type of the

snow crystals as the strength of the foreign field, both observed at the

Zugspltees the preoenoe of such oryntalo as fall elowly nore than others

because of their sirs and shape Is coupled with a higher foreign field. Further,

during an--ehowery snow fall, the strength of the positive foreign field de-

creases with the altitude of the etation. Sinoe, the lower is the level, the

more a formsaton of flakes takes pla"*r that is & retardation of the fall, we

oosider thatf, possibly, the 1allin velcoit, of the preoipitation particles

is of se importance as to the strangth of the foreign field. This would be

confirmed by both aforementiond observations.

From this viewpoint, the sign reversl connoated with the melting prooea

of naonehowery snow perL•ape could be ezplsaiaod by the inoreas of the falling

velocity al oannecoted with the malting process. Theoretioal studies oan this

subject being oarried out Just now, these problem will be discussed later on.

The oocnotion between atamepherio uamtabillty and frequency of the sign

reversals of the foreign field during precipitation was ezanined earaeflly.

The result of the examination Las 'hat there is a functiona•l o"eaction betwea

both mag•itudeso, so that the labil -y degree of the 500 - 700 A level, wwheb
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is of special meteorological importance with respect to the building up of

Cuzm.lus oloud-t is indicated by and can be dedu.•pd from the sign reversal

frequency. Besides, this functiona1 conneotion is independent of the altitude

and orographic situation of the station, where it is found.

The knowledge of this connection could also be of practical i•portanoe

since it enables us to say, with the help of only primitive potential gradient

recording*, but with satisfactory reliability, if the character of the atmo-

spheric stratification is changing in the course of a precipitation. for in-.

etance, when after hours of rain with the foreign field being continuously reoo-

gative, first sign reversals of the foreign field are recorded, then we know

th.at the btra".Ification beoame unstable or is just becoming unstable. This

again means transition to squally weather with single showers and perhaps short

clearing up periods. The possibility of such conclusions could be valuable, If
the

one is interested in controlling/atmospherio lability degree also during the

period betwoen two radio-sonde ascentst e.g. on airports, where even slight

chlanges in the weather s:ýtuation are of importance. Also at places where radio-

sonde "soents are wanting, e.g. in countries with sparse population and at set,

the proposed supplementary potential gradient reoordings could be of -nteress.

With respect to shipsp valuable improvements of the knowledge of the meteorolo-

gioal situation could be obtained by recording the potential gradient on 1Noard,

since often the meteorologioal conditions abov, the oceans are not sufficiently

known, or unexpected changes occur by spatial shifting of a perturbation or

by the movement of the ship or by both. In this connection we wish to mention

also the startinrf and landing operations on air-craft carriers.

Careful observations made during drifting snow showed that, without doubt,

on the breaking of snow and ice crystals the resultant large fragments predomi-

nantly haye negative charges, whereas the small, light splinters carry positive

charges. These observations have been made in the open air, I.e. under natural,

not under laboratory conditions. So they are perhaps of special interest, abCMe

all with regard to the problems of the electrification of shower and thunder-

storm clouds by io friction and ioe braking, for by laboratory oondltiee the

course of what happens can be influenced in a manner which In often diffitult

to be surveyed.

Investigations on the sign of the foreign field below and in the netibour-

hood of thunderclouds demonstrated that the Cumuloenlbus base pr~padereatly

carries negatlve charge, while the far extending Cirrus nothus oarriee poertive

haJrgeo This is in agre•omnt with the present vim on this evuJeot. Deeldoe,

as appeared during our studlee, eioh otateuI4 amn b'e made emly with the help

of high level reOordes at low level etatione, the plotwre pweented %q the re-
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oords is maakod by local perturbations, e4•rd'4hay signficant oharges an a

ohmage o: the oloud part present above the station (first thunderstorm aloud

base# t.og Cirrus mothuep or vice versa).

7. fteervations made duri.c Pooh.

3ose prelininary observations on the behaviour of atmospheric electric

magnitudes during foehn" have been mentioned already in Technical Report

iF 61 (514)-732-C. The foohn, being only a mpeojal phenomenon, restricted to

mountains and their neighbourhood, e.g. the Rocky Mountains ("Chinook*) ard

the Lips+), often has considerable influeno on the' atmospherio eletorio

magitudes. Therefore, L the following, we are handling partioulare of the

processes nonnooted with this wind.

Aim has been stateit lroady in the last Teohnioal Report (L7 61 (514)-732-C)

we have observed that there are twv different types of atmospheric electric

phenomena occurring during fooehs

a) At all stations, the cirv-qe of the potential gradient show values

which are considerably lower than the fine weather values, and that

also then the sky is nearly or completely cloudless. At the same time,

the -dr earth current values are the same as in normal fine weather or

slightly higher. In such cases we speak of "foshn tye I".

b) During foehn of tils 11, the potential grAdient Is oonsiderably higher

than ii normal fine weather and strongly disturbed and that at all

stations exert the peak stations, where the described potential gradient

behaviour is recorded only seldom.

In section 7.1* reoording exumles are given, fre both types, together

with some orplanatlons based on our present oxperience on foohn phenomena.

7.1. The behaviour of atmospheric elootria -eitudee at

different altityawe durinr f•oen

In Figure 63, a typioal example of foohn type I Is demonstrated. te

potential gradient, especially in the vallsy, has a tendenoy to be loeor

+) Within the northern hlpe, where is our station network, and in the adjoin.

Ing plain, fonhn to eopeclally well pronounoed and relatively flqrnt, It to
hero a dry an4 warm mouth windr 4dr beoaueo of moet-adiabltto upelide nottal
in the southern Lips causing lose ot wter, wrm "ieeoeoe of dryr-otabatio 4im-
slide motion from the highest ridgeo of the Alps to the lower Aerthewm alpe Ada
their valleoawd to the northern plain*
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V•.ag the fine weather value. Sout~ieh wundO are otoorved at hUl and low

vovle. In F7Le 64 we ve a good e*azple for the effects of single foohn

tnYamims (type X) into the valley. In ee0h cA** of enpeialy estrc oefo

"uTvlon (OV in tt.s !tgurio) the ctential gredient is corotde2rably lowered at

osation wzcarto. v!ezsa5 the &ar eartbh current 14 •ncreasu4. Also at wwt of

Ote: statins, ee•e•t4A.L at etatil ZU4021tUe, the f•IwO t'luenos to very

clear, Also t.ocn"e tretl•%f sall1 lons reepod•d eor-oltively 6o the fooe

,niafiorx, rising rapidly and thus shawing a ccurse simlar to that ef the

!supersture. ltt•,ut doubt, thio decrease of the potentte1l 07e"lt •i oUes*&

by a stroq increase of the number of small Imes iz o*%er woles, d4 the atoo-

*:ý.ric electric conductivity.

In section 71.2., ve shall give sero details an tte reaso of tke La-

creaise of the wiboer of small ione, that to to sea incecee ite ocaftetivtty

obs..rwed Mn our region during sorut.hern wind d'reottons over the Alps&

in ?jguree 65 and A6 we see typioal examplee of foohn type 1I. It Is

cta-act.erist~c of foehn type 11, that usually driftlrg awe is obeeorwed at the

ridge of th. Votterstein Mountais at the same time. In mstios 5, we have
in

already pointed to the fact, that during drifting sowe &ctem via", po-

sitive foreign fieldA are observed at the stations situated north of the letv

terstein ridge. whioh are causes by the poeltive snow cry tal olemd earie4

by the &It curren*.* above the stations. low, the exuarles in ?Le*ree 65 and 6

demonstrates

e) Negative foreit floelds at station Zagepitse! they are amused Vy smw

drif.tLn4 to tio osation directly from the groimd.

b) Strongly OAsturbod positive foreign fields, not eonmeobed with elmed

or precipitation effeots, at stations Wank, .lIffelries, Rlheee, Gar-

mieoh, and Perchant; they &re osm•ee by the separated omli pesitive

particles flying over theee stations. fng fo•eha type X, where

the potertial gradient is strongly incrasedr moetly the air earth

current is increased, tool this is a sign of positive mpa" charges above

the stations. Unlike during fogha t--pe I, there are no signIfiosat

variations of the number of small Ims near the pounA, reoord" at

station Ferohant.

In table 5 the frequenoy of both foobn type is given for the single

months of the year. Type II, logically, doesn't occur dring the munr

monthso
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Table 5

Plek tfine Tetal umber umbner of NOe per month
of Gaes 19 (~. 61957

I M IT V T1 YU Vila Ix x xi xKU

S2i 2 1 2 2 1 3 1 4 3 5 1

it 53 4 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 4 10

S.a. Vartatta- of the uatura• radio•-tIvity in the air dAr-m

"MUMeT EwSae over the AIa.

hitag su seoaud exeureesi to the Zf4wpitsplatt (1955), upon which we 1"-
peorod to Toebaleal loper" AT 6I (514)-732-C , it was found that the natural re-
d4eastwity I& the sir tlse" 3msedorably at 2600 u &bow*seslevel, If thoer
are soterm winds at the Z'Ugpitso-ftko We wore able to show that this do-
p~4esee an the wind direction Na a geolo0ical res,6i (oom)upa"re Figure. 108 a
and 106 b to To, haioal Report AF 61 (514)-732-C)o. nlike the northerv and
southern Ulps, the Central Alps, situated south of our station network, consist
of rocks with relatively higb ursoium, and thorlum contents (sold innoleo rooks).

Mtasuzet of% tural radioactivity of the air carried; through at Farohait
In conneotiem with another project have shown that there is a relation also
betwees natural reAloativity of the sir La the valley and wind direction aloft
over the Alps. In PFipre 67 we s"e, a a function of the d1iretion of the wind

over the Alps(whIsh is not meeesarily the sano as in the vlleyl), the con-
centratIma*) of re&= and its 41sintegration products in the valle7f sir. in
Fligre 68# the ame Is shawm for thoron and disintepration products. It is clear
from the fipgroe th X "ltioeotivity af the valley air, especially -that due to
rades and disiategration products, Is strongly increased in each seoson of the
year, when there is southern wind over the Alp.. Now, since ths foehn traverses

the Alps from south to north, these phenomena of increased radioactivity cq•our
also durlag foeoa. Thas, the Iacresse of the number of sall ions, i.e. of the

conduatiwity at h1gh and low levels during foehn is omsed by an increase of
natural reAdosetivt b Uanoee (see igurFw63 and 64).

The rlatloais between wind direction over the Alps, natural radioaotivity
3f the air, and behaviour of atmosphoric electric elements shall be dealt with
again in sections 10 and 11.

we made omly relot'- uesuremnts
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0. tehaviour of atmospheric electric masnitudes at station Zustitzos

observed when this station enters into or comes out of foe.

Section 8 only deals with such oases where the cloud topsdoa't carry any

signifloant spaso oharges,. Tochnioal Report 1? 61 (514)-732-C has concerned also

the behaviour of the atmospheric electric magnitudes at station Zugspitze observ-

ed during inversion passages, in the presenoe of fog, when fog Is on the point

of enveloping the peak of the Zugspitse with the station, or this in just com-

ing out of feg, etc. In the meantime7 on an examination of all the records ob-

tasioed till nowr it apeartd that now a definitive judgement in possible on

the atmospheric electric phenomena oo•uring when station Zugspitze enter* into

or coes* out of fog. This enterixng or coming out occurs easpect.ally, when

a) during upward or downward passages of inversions which are connected

with fog, the cloud top, being situated in the inversion layer and

being more or less sharp, is moving through the station level;

see section 8.1.1 or see 8.2.

b) station Zugepitto gets into the base of Altoestratus or comes out of it;)

Vith respect to those inversion passages which are not connected with fog

effects at station Zugspitze, experience is not large enough till now, to make

possible a definite judgement.

Before giving typical examples in section 8.1. and 8.2., we -iush to present

Figuree 69 and 70, which clearly demonstrate tbat our recording equipment for

potential gradient and air earth current is unaffected by wind effects, at

station Zug•pitze (were the records have been obtained) as well as attkther

station, where exactly equal instruments and installations are operated. The

curves of both figures were recoided during faic, cloudless weather. It is

obvious that the curves E and I are omooth and not at all influenced by rapid

variations of wind direction or wind velocity or by gusts. Therefore, it in not

possible to explain the fog effects to be dealt with below by direct influence

of variations of wind direction or velocity.

•1. Individu examples of the phenomena ooourrJn, when stot!in

the top of cloud sheets In an inversion I&.ye_

The first group of examples, illustrated by three igurese (71 - 73), shows

the behaviour of potential gradient 9, air earth current i, relative humidity Ft

tesperature T, wind ilrection, and wind velocity, recorded while station Zug-

:pitze comes out of fog in tOA course of %& downward inversion. Compared witft

the fine weather values, the potential gradient values are increased within the

fog, while the average air earth current values are decreasedl but both mWne-
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t4.d conform to the fine weather curves, when station Zugopltze comes out cf

the fog. Relative humidity F and temperature T behave in a owner which As

typical of pIsaages of inversion-fog tope at pei.k stations. While ooming out

of the fog, the station usualiy records a ohanWe of the wind direc'tion. Wind

veloity a"d guatinese oan decrease (Vilurs 71) or inor•sea (Firure 73) ;n the

course of the passAe. Howevr, these wind conditions have no connect!on with

the behaviour of the atn~spherc eleot.io magnitudes.

In igwures 74 &4d 75 eaples are given for the situation whinh it found

when station ZuSepitse enters tatt the fog in the course of an upw.ad b.tion

of an invoerion. Again the potential gradient b .-.. tim He& g-e**-. is I.ncr*ta-

ed in fog, while the air oarth current Is lowered. In Figure 76, showinte short

interrupted perfods of fog, the variation• aoe obvious, which arose, when

station Zugepitse case into or out of fog.

A total of 95 fog offiota of the type desc.-ibed in 8.1. have bern observed

durWz three years (19•5. 1956, and 1957).

8,2. jpdIvidu&l exai~so of the Dhonoena occurrinc tben station

Zu&y9_t2* is at The base "If_._tostratuat

A behaviour quits different from that described in 8.1. is found for the

stmospheric electric elements at station Zugepitse in cases where this stemon

enters into or oones out of the bass of sr Allostratue. iamploes are demonstrat-

ed in Piu"reo 77, 70, and 79. As long as esation Zugapitse is enveloped in an

Altostrt~ats bose and tnerofore vkithLin fog, air earth current and potential

gra4ient are strongly lowered, sometimes even negative. In thMeo year (159,

1956 and 1957) 45 suc ca"es were observed, the atsops.eric electric magnitudes

behaving without ezeption an dsec: ibed. Thus, without doubt, high negative

@-Ace chrges exist at the bane of Altoatratum clouds. The result of a statisti-

cal evaluation of sunh camos Is demonntrated already in Figure 49.
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11 3.L,-'ttat Iutal evaluatiun of the data nbtaiJned whe.n njt;r

Is at the ttp of cloud sheets In an inverision I-~

From half heur to half 1)o'ir, the area tletwcen 1yotental gadient fd -r

air earth~ current Wl curve %nd zern 1 me wbas moajured witt. pl~uiijP';r. '

.nr- a number or typical enasu, arlth-tsttic *e&no of V.* half h- r arofts weci,

iorrIed by synchronizing~ the ara vftluse with reejeoct to %?&* pasn"j of tr*

fro top (time 110" In the flsuren). In this way the enu coursesof 9 and 1, a.-:

1/E(.. measure of c-)ndu--ti-vIti) hofcore and after the fog paoz"r were tai*~

This wtia carried out separately for downward -)assares (Fi~,rw '11) %r.d upward

noonap;ea (Figure 80). The averai-9 fine weather values of ths, ?empctlve rioctrt.-

ingi which were ua.'d, is not 100f, in the 3,eroetajre ordinate.
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comparing Pigure 60 with Figure 01 we don't notiOe MlY signlfioeAt 4tsv.T-

enoe between the case of oaming tog (beoauoe of the aaoenUW4 tog sheet enve-

loping the station) or leaving tog (beoause of emerging Of the soation fro

the subsiding tog shewg). In the fog the potential gradient Is inereased to

10 - 160 % of the fine weather value, the air 557th current to deereased to

about 60 % of the fine weather value. The conduetivity is 4*ereaaed to abeut

40 % of the fite weother value.
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We said that ther Is no eiiflomnt di1fferwnee between the oeae of scag

fog and that of leaving foge howevere we have to mention a seocsdaw7 differae•bs

In the caso of asoending fog (Figure 80)9 the door*&s& of the ooh estivity

(i/1) takes place already I or 2 hours before the station enters Inte the fee#

whereas the analogous process is not observed in the case of subsiding fog*

The reason of this difference, "s we assume, is, that a hase or mist layer

exists above the aseendingr fog and is moved upwards together with it, so that

the station gets into and through this layer, before the fog resahee th

stations

A detailed theoretical treatment of these results Is being performed.

9. Behaviour of potential gradient and air earth current at different

altitudes in the Presence of inversion.. especially of such with

sheot clouds, within the area of the station network

In the last Teohnioal Report (AF 61 (514)-732?-C) w mentioned also the

behaviour of potential gradient and air earth current at the different stations

of our station network during ascending or subsiding Inversion** We presented

some individual examples, which showed that frequently the Inversion topeoar-y

positive, and the base negative space chargese. owever, cnly In oooe mbere

horisontal wind currents and, therefore, mixing procesese are ver slal t

these space charges ar concentrated to a definite, relatively thin layer d

the respective altitude.

In Figure 62 an example i presented to demonstrate osee awe atmoopherie

electric conditions of this natur. At the stations Zugpitzte, Wank, Rtttolrise,

and Obermoos there Is normal fine weather, These stations awe above a etrat"e

layer, the top of which is at the level of station Ribsee g and roord Va

disturbed curves oonforlnqwell to the fine weather value of Ostobew 1"5o

At station Biboeos that is In the stratum top, the potential Cradlent it etvvo.

ly Inoreasd, wheroe below the stratum, at valley stations Saeiseb mm& psr.

chant, air earth current and potential gradient are lover te the tus, weatber

value and show relatively smooth curvese

In the period covered by the present report, separately for a amber ao
typiol Inversion oases sad for "sek of the etatieme the arms between potestia

gradient or air earth current rovm and sero lio was mesoiamd with pjlaUita.
so we obtassed man values of both magnitudep. Thoee wre rodeoe" to weoe-
tgeo of the fine weather value (of the reepetive mauth sad hw at fq),
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which was put at 100 %. In Figures 83 - 87, thes mean potential gradient and

Air earth current values of the stations are shown for different oases of in-

versions, i.e. invereions at different altitudes. Zach such representation of

one inversion case (Figure 83a - 87 a) is accompanied by a graph (Figures 83 b -

87 b) showing the appertaining radiosonde ascent results of lInioh-liiem ( To

Temperature; TT, difference actual temperature minus dew point temperature;

both in deprees Celsius).

On lcoking over these figures we find, quite uniformly, practically normal

fine weather values of potential gradient and air earth coL-rent everywhere moove.

the inversion and/or the stratus. On *he other hand, at staicAns being jast in

ths top of tie inversion and/or stratus, potential gradient and air earth

current are strongly increased. rhe air marth current values are also increas-

ed (Firure 84a)l that means that the Increase of the potential gradient cannot

be nccounted fwr merely by the conductivity lowered at th. station (compare

section 8), but that positive space charges must cause an additional rise of the

potential gradient. The potential gradient in the top of the inversion and/or

etrate is 200 - 3(00 % of the fine weather value. Below the inversion and/or

etratue the percentares are 50 - PO.

If, for each station, mean values are formed for periods when the respec-

tive station was in the top of an invermion and/or a stratus, we obtAined Figure

Mli from 0 ins data and 7i ire 89 from night tim data. It Is obvious froa the

figres thbt dýiiirn the night the increase of potential gradient and air earth

current is much larger than in day time; the zeason is simply that during the

nie.t there is lees turbulence and higW: spa*e charge densities can acaumulate

at thse bond&arxes of inversions and/or stratus layer

Yor each station, mean rali;es wero oalculated also for periods when the

reosprct've station was below the lnversion and/or stratum (Figures 90 and 91).

e:e t-,.e aifference between ýtay time and night results is only small. This oar.

easily be aocw.tu:ted foz by the wind u.-rurt below the inverlinn and/or stratum

teing s'i•n! s-• n' ,lay ttme. at all the stattons, when being beluw the in-

versions &rd or stratum, the value* of potential #radlent and air earth cu.rrent

a&11 about tol < of the reape',tive fine weather values.

Fligre 2, iastly, gives the anslogous mean potential gradient and air

earth, oun-ent values for vach of the stations daring periods when the station

was not within the top nor within the base of a stratue, but in the midst of it.

*ere the notential gradient is alwaye Inoreesed to 15'0 - 200 % of the reepeetiws

flae seather value, sheream the air earth current is I-twsrOe to 6O - M 8.
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H,,EIGHT 1.0.V EACH STATION WITPHfN FOGABOVE AOD OF REC'ORNO M
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Figure 92

Each station within fcg

On a comparlaon of FIgure 92 with Figures Be and 89 we not.oe that, withJa

the stratus top, tro potential -radiant incremeate alwmys are easter thae in

the .idst of the thick fog. This fast, &ad the differeate in the air earth

current behaviour, again give evidence of the poestive speoe oharges existing

in the stratue tops.

A theoretical irveotigation boed4 apon these results It b•ing perfor-

med. It @hall be reported upon later.

Table C, lastly, gives the total number of typioal *e"a observed.
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Table 6

fteition of station relative to Total nuber of cases in 3 years

etretus cloud and/or inverelon (1955 * 1956 + 1957)

just oithis t&p of inverelon positive foreign fields 46

asnd / or 5%ratue negative foreig field. 0

below base of inversion poeitive foreign fields 0

and / or Strata@ negative foreign fields 137

10., ectric conductivity of the air between 700 and X000 a above

soa levels Influence of coaavectioa end st,4thert; winds

Pros time to tiOe, fine eeather measurements of the positive ar.d of the

nega•tve cotductivity of tte ar were carried out at each statton. T"e datQ6

obtained till spring 195f have been summarized already in Toer.nical•1ý1 o't

A. 61 (514)-732-C. In an sfralogous table ard graph t, r2eer~t report shall

give Information about a.l the dQta obtained till April 1Q'8 (978 measurements

were carrieo out for t"e positive conductivity and tihe es-e number of measure-

sente for the negative oorndotivil.*

Table 7 snows the moon valuaee o1 L ttoes data, no classification being

meae wtth respect to weather type etc

PiPrgre 95 shows the same valuce, i.e. only tthe total conductivitiee, gra-

phical:y at a tVanction of the station 1ovel. They tri :lasui-ied as fol,owsm

a) statl-n within ichanIgs layer, distinct vertical convection

'fdeh*d lt&o)l

0) al1 the measurements, e.g. also those obtal.*I in cases of predomtin&i

ing advectlon iheavy coatinuoIs liLe)j

c) caly tPe date ewhih were obtained during winds over tne Alps from

as - SW (&aaha4 sand datted lime).

a eoIartison of the two left i-veoa In i.gu"r 9e *1sill so, that, by vwrtitol

ev'hAAge ;'&, the , 0 ooiductivlty I . ) is Lnaroaee at t?.o valley level (Oarmisc.,

Parc'a, t. eM lwe1red at btoer loveloe. tthIA thte o*hMAiOg layer, tm Cemedu4-
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figure 93

slaotric ooid4cetlvity of the air between 700 and 3000 a

above mealevoliinfluesoo of convection ("Aulstusch") and of

southern winds

tivity varies only little with height, which is in gooG agreement mitt the

aircraft asauresaents of SUzlyn (1958).

The heavy continuous line, Lncluding all the measurements (b), is nearly

an Ideal logarith&Lc line. A logerithuoi dependence on hilght is maintained,

when the win4 over the Llp. is In the mouth (SI - Si) but in these *asee the

oondgativity Is strongly Increased.

As oause of thle oonductivity inorease, we mst take in-t oonideoration

the increase of the naturel radioaotivity of the air observed replaerly during

winds over the ridge of the Alpe fro* 83 - SW (see section ?.2.). These re-

lations Snall be discussed no.e extonalve*4 in %he following section.
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11. Influence f the natural isdtoaotivity of the air cc the

atmospheric a•eatzi; es•nitudes at different levels

The oonntction between natural rudioatiTvity of the air and atmospheric

electric magnitudes was studied by using, on the one hand, the fine weather

records of the seven stations as well as the appertaining evaluation results,

and, on the other hand, the Farchant measurements of the natural radioactivity

of the air, which iore carried out several times a day+). Rach filter was ex-

posed four hours.

For each •,osition period of four hours, we calculat*4 the deviation of

the individual cbserved four-hourly mean of the atmospheric electric magnitudes

from the respectVis mc., Lhly fine weather mean of the same four hour-period.

"Thse deviations were expressed as percentagAs the mentioned respective monthly

fins weather means being put at 100 f. The oalculaticu was carried out for the

values of potential gradient and conductivity (computed from i/i). Then the

mean valves of these percentages were calculated for 5 degrees of simaltaneous

natural radioactivity of ths air, and that for sach station.

The result of this analysis is given in Figure 94, the data of which were

obtained May - November 1956. The radioactivity va•ues entered are those of the

respective radon contents of the sir. We notice that, during the presence of the

average dioactivity of the air in our region, which is 180 - 270 x 10"12

•urie/ 3 radon, the deviation. of the potential gradient are smaill, and their

signt I.e. whether the measured moax values are below or above the fine weather

mean values, changes unaystamatically with height. The conductivity in slightly

lowered

If the natural radioactivity of the air is 90 - I80 x 16"12 Curio/a radon,

i.e. lower than the average, the potential gradient is increased, the conducti-

vity dooreasei at all stations. If the natural radiouotivity of the air is

higher than 270 x 10"12 Curie/• 3 
radon, i.e. hipie, th•a• the average of our

region, all the potential gradient values are lower, the conductivity values

higher than the fine weather value of the respective station and that the sore,

the Mreater Is the radioaotivity. During extreme values of natural radioactivity,

thir being higher than 540 x 10'12 Curieo/m radon, the p.tentiaA gradient is

layered by about 20 %, while the conductivity Is about 20 % higher than in fine

weather, The differences from station to station are not very stri king nor

systematio. •o'veor, from the figure It would appear that the influcice &f the

natural radioactivity is smaller at station ZLWgpitse than at the other stations.

+) by means of a filtsr air seamler
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For mome years, Investigators have been disoussing the influeaie)of

nuolear fission products on the atmospheric eleotric elemunts (so. aN5 LD
(1954, 1955), &_•nfeld (1958)p Piero* (1958), Joiter (1958) ). Since oa-

tinumou recnrds of several years Lre at our disposal, and that for all the

stations, It war interestito examine the monthly mans of the potential

gradient with respect to this problm. The curves in Figurs 95 - *present

the fine weather monthly means (P) of the potential gredient at the different

stations. At Zugspitzo, Wank, Rtffelriss, Obermoos, and Rlbee@, we don,* notice
any systemati.Oal going down of the 01orvesidV last yeare. At Garmisch there

is a very .ight, and at Farchant a distinot lowering. Hovever, sinoo as Is

known, the "ission products are present not only in the low level air, bit oleo

highar tp, from where they are cooing down, their influence, if notiosable,

would be not cod also at the higer stations; but here, no such influenoe in

suggested )yv hIe figre. If the courve of the monthly means of the rW.ural

rsioactr,.Yty L•I the air (Rn . radon concentration in the air, unit: 16'12
Curie/&3) &:J 'hat of the monthly means of the fission products ontained in the

air (Rk a,,its 10 1 2 Curie/a 3 ), both measured at station Farchant, are compared

with the potential tradient curves, an approximtely anti-psrallel course will

S..

w•1 . ; U C
4 .

line .el.nor monthly aoons ot the potm'tiftl gr-adtent (?) for osash tstatio.

')Ipoeiai17 an eventual decr~ease o'• the poto~ltltal gradient has bern ooaoido~s4

45 N& air•
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be noticed fvr Garmisoh and tarchant, but also a partial parallelism for

stations Libsee, Obermooe, Riffelriss, and Zugeopize. The course of the con-

centratIon of fission products in the air witk times therefore, doesn't help

us to aouat for the potential gradient aoueus.

Curve '30 ih Figure 95 represents the aerosol concentratije of the id

at station Parohant, apd that in relative units. It Is rather parallel to the

preLrtial gradient curves of Gsar-io?' and Farohant. This parallelism in due tn

a real causal connectLoe, sinoc, the more aerosol pertiolc are in the air,

the lower is the conductivity of the air, and the higter the potential gradient

(compare Tscnnical Report A? 61 (514)-732-C). At the hig;her stations Ek mea,

Riffelrise. etc., the annual variations of the aerosol co;iteats of the c." are

not the sane as at the valley stations Gmxuisch and Parchantl therefore it Is

quite conasequent t,.at the OS - curves maeaured at Parcha-it, Is not parallel

to the potential fradient curve of these higher stations, a fact which# on the

other hand, Is not inouwsistent with a causal connection between "S"-curve and

potential gradient at.allex leiel.

With respect to the annual varlati-n;s of the potential gradient, the

curves obtained in the valley M be antiparallel to those obtained at the

higher stations, since the highest air pollution of the valley air is observ-

ed in winter, the season during which the purest air of the whole year is found

at higher levels.

To aid MJ the results given in this sections there ts a considerable

influence of the natural radioaotivity of the air on the behaviour of the

atoaepherio electric magnitude*, but the present concentrations of nuclear

fission products In the air don't influence the behavliur of the atmospheric

electric magnitudee between 700 and 3M0 a above the smalevel (for mare de-

tails see leiter (1958)).

I 1Z. T1WliMtors fEoenete with spberits recordinmr

Om 149 dajy of emser 1956 (5 moaths, ISae - October) mnO on 147 dy of

Sumer 19W7 (6 mths, April - Septemiber) test forecasts wereoarried out

conoerniag the thunderstnrm requecy to be expected eithia the Alpine ares

during the 20 bou fellewing the for.isat. The forecast was ma. aw &ys at

09.00 C• In 1956 sad at 06.30 Ca in 157, and that in 1956 by means of the

0MISM r0or44 betesm (7.00 sa4 09.00 CEr in 1"7 by mans of the spheriee

reee44 betmsa 06.00 MAi 0.•.0 OR. ?be pompee of h.s work mw to sesertain

relLabilty sad gvperalskal romp of smoh ferrsfan.

The khiNest *Wattk4 vlty et the "0e1wev used wee is the bead 5 - 20 be.
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I I. •147

47

* K/di

le kc I *//,Cg 4
Figure 96

Scnsitivity of the amplifier v. frequency of the slectrosaotnetio
waves received

In Figure 96 the minimum voltage, necessary at the amplifier input to

make respond amplifier and counter, to plotted against the frequenoy of the

electromagnetic waves received. The sensitivity threshold of the receiver was

set so i.igh that only relatively strot.pulses were counted, I.*. pulses with

relativeol1 high ampl1tvdes.

In king the thunderstorm forecasts, three dogree" of the number of

pulses recorded within the two hour. preodldnlg the foreost were dlstti•mdogihed

(see below). AJvordlAc to these degrees, thre sorts of forecasts were given

as follows$
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P Os No thidrstori to be *xpeoted. ftie foreost ews given in 1956

oan 66 das, in 1957 on 85 day,.

F 1 Only a smlli number of thandezetorme to be opeowted. This foreosat

was given in 196 on 28 days, in 1957 cm 38 days.

P 2a A rTeot number Jf thunderstorms to be ex;ected. This forecast Wa

given in 1,956 an 3 days, In 1957 on 24 days.

in Firure 97, curve 0 (dotted) gives the avera* diurnal variation (hourly

man@) of the number of p0ule per hour on the 65 "s on summer 1957, when

foreoast P 0 was riven in the morning. Curvi 1 (dashed) of the figure gives

the same for the 38 days In sumer 1957, when forecast P 1 was given, and curve

2 givem it for the 24 days of eumer 1957, when forecast P 2 was given in the

morning. "P" .1 the tiie when the forecast was made. It is evident from the fi-

gure, that t re is a connection between the number of pulses per hour in the

morninr and their terdency (whether is in increasing or decreasing) on the one

hand, and the behaviour of the sperics in the course of the @ame day on the other

hand.

\ /I ," -iVO 1

2 0' ~ t -

F1grare 97
Aversei diumi• variation of the ephetteto pul"e on 1P 0, P it *ad P 2 days
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When, in the morning, the eperice pulses are above a aertala threshold,

and ftroa this threshold, an inferenoe can be drawn as to the height of the follow-

ing i•lfam. Vhea, in the morning, their number per hour is very low (see Figture

97). a strong rise is ntot probable on the sam day.

The aftalogous curves of sumner 1956 are given in Figure 9". A ooaqyrieon

of PFeure 97 with Figure 96 showe a prctiloll7 omplete agroementl thus eq oam
say that the results demonstrated in Figures 97 and 99 are of general value and

independent of the weather development varying from eoarer to suiner.

1 / Juvv/ AugvsI

. . .icr it m jct

I + ct r o aa

• .. ..-. . .. ...
r-V•

a us a~ # . a a v Co

ricure 96
Avera divamal variation of the epherioe pulsee at P 0, P 19 mad P 2 4ay,•9 5

ýow It had to be examlind how t~heec results &eKree with the aetua~l dis-
tribution ond fr-queney of %lubAnretorwa an the foteo*ipt " VMkthift a 6ertata

ceocrr.T;ea sael, WaW tw peroentew of Iths Tfroeste hWA to be s•rtalne4.

Vor this purpyeo, &l tho tbjiAdastorav :•boerve4 iry 45 metqocx.l •Cil et" oas
im the Al;'tý*e aroea i ';q lthny. Austria. Sell.trl&14, w4d XtfaL7 were sIrtreted
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fro. the teleprint reports of the respective Weather Bureaus, ond that for

t?,e 149 nius ;47 forecast days. About 120,O• teleprint reports were used.

"' ,e •e i'hical distribution of theme metoorclogical stationa is CIvqa in

The "eoj•'•; .cal distribution of t.he 43

ueteorclorlcal stations in thn

Al pine area

"!n this figure, w.e see the whole Alpine area divided into 4 zones h y con-

centric eliles of 100. 1500 29S. w,4 450 ka radius, son* I being a circular

4urf~v eo.e s.its1, Ill, and• IT being amnuAll. Statlt" Forchart, Woere the aphories
are recorded. to the control to.- I to nearest to Farchaq.. zone I has tho

e-reateat ditktnec. Lac~h *I the zones contains approximately" an eq,tal share ofP

t.he 4' seteoroloertcl ftatt•ilq situatedi W.hin or retor the Al•o, &n all tfsl

4' lt+P.konl ArO O4tUlt44t*(1 ++ t'•4o or** of{ to 4 son**. '?•,9 invont;1t oal+L

A t- v roaticed`k~l ri* l~s &At ',eir atgtýLurh4s4,to~ hs&o

si--k tr a a ulit *0 ro'.5-t t tm-ca~a ~mlan
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It was ascertilned bor m thunderstorm were obeerved (by the setoorole-

giool etatiton Ia the respeotiv. some) per forecast typs( P 0, P 1, P 2), *one

(IlIII,rY) and interval reported upon. bhi "a. earried out for

a) the reports gives every third hour (Figure 100)o reporting houres

00, 03, 06, 09, 12, 15, 1S, end 21 m1l oboe_ tione ueed, thumder.

storm, audible thumndr, sheetl 1intni at night.

b) the reports gIvs every sizth hour (Figure 101)i reprti houres

00, 06, 12, 18 O•W observations ueeds thandertoram within tI* 6

hours p-eveding the reporting hour.

In Figure 100, the results of both 1956 (white colum.) wA4 W97 (black

colums) awe domuodtratod. Ordinates of each boriazntal line, thbeAemgs.r fre.-

quenoy of a thunderstorm obeervatioa per stetion mad Interval r•ported upon.

It is obvious that, for zones I and Il, the observrel h.bwde1*zrs treiwenCy

-actually corresponds with the foreaost dog..

In cas of P 0, the prob•bilty per otatilc4 of the ca*C4AWQe of thunder-

storm between 19 and 22 CE (saisumn of *be. t h*'4 torm frequency) is only
0.02 'n saone I. In the cas. of P 2, the probabl•i.t I-or tatlo• of the oc'lurr-

once or thunderstorms Is about (;.2, that to to "4 too times the vlule of P 0,

--.- ,--D*.., ., .I igjr E w . .. ~~

a.'
4.

wii
• Witt

ja z t Mi .. . 41L; .. .
awAX m, .,'."

lame ý"C
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in the sem zone and during the Gem hour. 0.2 signifies that an average of

about two stations of sone I Out of ton observed thunderstorm between 19 and

22 CIT in oases where forecast P 2 had beon given. In view of the fact that

also for the other three-hour periods thunderstorms were reported, we are

allowed to say that in the *ase of P 2 a great number of thundewstorms occurred

in zone I (and also in zone n).

Comparing this with the results for none IT, we find here the difference.

between the oroast degrees to be relatively small. Consequently, the foreot

can be considered to cover, round about the reoording plaoe of the spherio, at

least an are* of 150 ka (93 miles) redium.

A similar result is found, if the reports given every sit•h hour are con-

sidered (Fig-are 101). The differenoes, in the thunderstorm frequencies, bet-

weee P 0, P 1, and P 2 are very clear in zones I and U, only slight in zone III,

and almost imperceptible in zone IT.

-- A I I. II

Zone

i~"s
ZO.

~H
44OM .P 0 P: 1 P.2 L

6- Slurdige Ne/dwynp W-6 as w

Figure 101
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Zn oase P 0 and zone 1, the thunderstorm probability per station is 0.05

between 19 and 01 CM (maximum of thunderetorm activity), This means that, an

the a**eag•, thunderstorm. are observed within the six hours bsfora 01 CIT only

by one station out of 20. In case P 1 and &one I, the thunderstorm probability

per btatior for the esm hours is 0.25, ise.a 5 stations out of 20 must report

thunderstorm. In oase P 2 and sone I, the thunderstorm probability per station

for the sam hours in 0.5, i.*e., lOstatlona out 20 oust report thunderstorms

observed between 19 end 01 CV. The conditions P Ot No thur.dervtorms to be ex-
pected, P it Only a small number of thunderstorms to be expected, and P 2s 1

great number of thunderstorms to be expected are fulfilled satisfactorily for

zcne I and still for zone II, the results of the two years being in very good

agreeoet. Figure 101 shows that the g. *.-aphioal range of the foreosats is

about 150 ka (93 miles).

in cealcutating the success probabilitlk•i nf the thunderstorm foreosats

of 1956 and 1957, these being based only on t:.V recorded aperics, the mtenden-

cy of persistence" a"a always taken into aocv.nt. Only the first two days of

persistent ruriods with cr without thunderstorm were used, the rest was re-

jectedo If the rest were included, the resulting percentage of tight forecasts

would be oo0 high.

Ir. aumer 19)7, the following xeaultwas obtained with regard to the per-

centte cf right thundf.-rstorm forecasts

Number of right formostat 110 - 85 %
Number of rron&w foreuastet 19 - 15 %

sume 129 - 100 %

Forecasts were made on 147 daysl 18 of these days were rejected heoause

of tendency of persistence (see above). The maximum percentage of forecasts

which could be right only by chance Is 65 % (in the case of 129 forecasts).

Consequently, a share of 85 % right forecasts is beyond chance. In 1956, 78 %
of the forecasts were successes,

Conclusions of section 12

From the number of spherics observed in the morning it Is possible to ina

fer satisfactorily the thunderstorm frequency of the same day till about I hours

after midnight for an area of about 93 miles radius round the station recording

the spherios. This experience can be of practical ismortanoe in those regions

where the network of meteorological stations to not dense enough, and where

no radiosonde asoenb are carried out. BHer it may be possible to improve the
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reliability of thunderstorm foreoaste by the relatively @in* recording of

epherics. Beyond this, since the pherics of the frequency received by our
set gonerally are Indicative of atmospheric lability, this sart of rarordlng

is a suitable ooaplement to the use of potential gradient records mentioned in
section 4.

13..-Correlatiops between thunderstorm frequencs. epherios and

sun flarme (Vur 102)

We are regularly receivine the daily aa.#f the sun, edited by the

"FRAUNHOFLM INSTIT"0,¶ ?reiburg is Brelaug , Germeny (Directort K.Ot.ieuenheuer).

They include also 'aformetions an start and end, position on the sun, and ia-

portance of flares.

It has been investigated, if the 1roquenoies of thunderstorms and, con-

sequently, of spherics are altered beyond the variations which could be caus-

ad 1)y chance durgs flares and in their temporal neighbourhood. The investi-

gatlon was carried out for sta~njr 1957 ('.n 1956, flares cocured too seldom).

The otuke wva +eaoA cn

a) the dole on which flares were observed

b) all the thunderstorma, reported per day by the above auntioned 43
I.pine stat.ons (which also wert used for the studies dealt with in

sectio- 1•1)

c) the nurbers of spheriao pules of each day, always devided by 241

or the logerithmui of there da2;.- means per hour.

In selection the flare days. we looked at
a) the importwice of the respective flares

b) their position on the sun relattye to the central meridian
c) their poo4tlrA n the arn relative to the equator.

The distinotlmes jade vit respect to this b) and o) (see tops of ?1-

f•urs 102) are significant, becse the particle clusters ejeoted by the flares,
isas itnown, don't strike upon the earth unless the eruption has taken place In

tv.* aeighbourhood of the central eeriAýis and equator of the sun.

By restriction acoording to a), b), and o), three grouip of flsie-days

were obtainedl for each gro", the mean oourse of

A' sýheri•s klogarithas of daily means per howu

8) thunderm'ots rt,,orte*, per s .tel M• day
on the three days precqjiag the ssleoned flare-days ( -Sr -2, -1), on these

flare-days (0), and on the four days following the *.leoted flare-dys ( +1,
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+2, +3, +4) were determined (synobroni•ation method) em sntmeed in 1Cu 102.

At the top in Figure 102, the respeotive position aM importanwe of flaree

wid the number of selected flare-days (a) of ummer 1957 Is indiested for eaoh

group. The upper curves demonstrate the average behaviour of the ephe&ree, the

lower ourves the average variations of the thunderstorm frequency before, on,

and after each sort of flare days. We notice from the Figure 102 thaton the

average, the frequency both of thunderstorms and spherics Is increased after

flares. The maximum Is reaohed 1 or 2 or 3 days after the erupi 'n. It is in-

dicated by this observation that thunderstormee can be induced by the piarticle

clouds, which are ejected b7 the flares, and which, am is kr.own, oov7,-, 'he

distance sam-earth within 1 - 2 days. The portions of the cia-vee murpesiAfg

the variations oaule& by chance have a black filling - out. For calculating

f2 flPES (k / ZruYfP 7957
ý- qfo IL ) ufQ19-

ti-i - w -, n,-if *"' ?-WW3" "oa,"-/f *, , ,, ' 4-- w n' -,

N~f-N*A O AA -*V.J'

Fiure 102

Number of spherics - nd thunderstorm- before, o, and after f]4 days. Abeci0eae4

time relative to flaro-day (0). Ordinate oa upper thrat graphas mear, value of lo-

garithmso f hou~rly sim of erherica pulaso pwr d"•. Ordinate of lover three

grapha8 seen value of numbers of thunderstorms repor'ted per meteorologzical at&-

Ficue 102dUY
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the range of ohanoe dispersion we used a common method, the standard deviations

00 from the atithmetio man of the values forming the curves of Figure 102

were oaloulated. Whenever a mean of thunderetoru numbers per station and day

or of epherioc logarithms (es defined above), obtained br synohronisation,

had a deviation from the arithaetic moan of the values forming the respeotive

ourve of not mo-s than three times the standard deviation, it wan assumed to

be possibly determined by chenoe. Deviations 1W more than three times the

standard aeviation from the arithaic mean of the values forming the respective

curve in Fiigure 102 wer* ,:onsldered to have a cause beyond chance.

It mast stitF he enrtioned that there is no contradiction between the

maximum of apheri.s b, iig after the flare and the other well known observation

that the epherlos ier,.erally inorease eimaltaneously with the flare ani that for

a relatively jhfrt kration only.

The latter jt.i,,rvaitIon Is based on highly sensitive recordings of spherios,

wave# being receý4ed which have covered great distanoes; in this ease, the

ionospheric prila-,ation conditions are of importanoe, which, for lone waves,

are improved during and immediately after flares.

On the otner hand, the epherice received at station Farchant have a rela-

tively near provenance; they indicate the variations of the thunderstorm fre-

quency for 150 - 200 km round Farchant (see section 12), the ionospheric con-

ditions for wave propagation being of practically no influence.

Thus, an essential we may state, that the thunderstorm freuqency increases

1 - 2 days after flares of relatively high importance.
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14, Relations betwoee the contents of nitrate ani nitrite ions in

preoipitations and simultan.,ous atmospheric electri. processes

14.1, Introduction

It is more than a hundred years since investigators began to determinO the
contents of nitrate ions or the sum of nitrate and nitrite ions in prooipitAona.
Since that time, * great number of papere have dealt with an-ly.o8 of nitrate
(No03) and nitrite (No2 ') in preocipitation, On khe average, about 1.5 amg P

and about 0,05 9g X020 were found per litre of precipitation. The values vary

considerably depending on time, place, kind of precipitation, eto.(coupare

The main sources for the nitrogen-oxygen oompourtd determined in precipi-
tation will be sunmsrisd I- section 14.4., where we shall see that atmospheric
electric processes are possible causes for NO3' and NO2' in precipitation. an
has bean shown by preliminary trials (Reiter (1955) and Technical Report AF
61 - (514) - 732 - C), it is worth while in atmospheric eoectr4o inveetigations
to determine the nitrogen-oxygen compounds in precipitation continuously,
espeoially if after several precipitation hours or loss the collecting vessels

are always changed and the nature of the precipitation - whether showery or
not, physical state, eto. - is taken i-to account. The objective of such stud-
ioe, generally, is to find out what conclusions, if anX drawn from the con-
tents of NO '3 and 102' Vt the respctive precipitation as to the elotrioal pro-
caseos in the atmosphere. Provided that clear relations can be derived, it might
be possible, in the future, to complete the knowledge of atmospheric electric

situations by the knowledge of the zitrate and nitrite contenta In the slual-
taneous precipitation (or dew or rime), and that also for those levels where
continuous recording of atmospheric electric elements is diff.oult.

The us* of precipitation alalyses in this sonse presupposes a knowlegde
of the proportion of the nitrogen-oxygen compou•zds In the precipitation which
actually cones from higher atmospheric layers, and which from near the ground
(compare *Akheriee (1955) )e It is necessary to study, to what extent additional
nitrogen-oxygen compounds are absorbed by the precipitation particles during
their fall through the layer near the ground. Nitrogen oxide and dioxide can

÷) See paper presented by Reinhold Reiter and Virjam Rotter C the
Seoond Conference on Atmospheric Ileotricity, Wentworth by-th.-.ea,
Portsmouth, N.H., USA, May 20-23, 195P. Porgamon Press, New York
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be formed near the ground principally

a) by chemical, teohnioal, and industrial prooesses+)
b) by point discharges at trees, housep, eto., in increased

atmobpherio electric fields,

and certainly are absorbed by the precipitation particle@ in detectable quantit-

ies during the last phase of their falling down (compare seotion 14.4.).

This study, therefore, Pxinly deals with the question of additional absorp-

tion of nitrogen-oxygen compounds by precipitation in the lower atmosphere up
to about 1000 a above the ground. The method wast

a) comparison of NOB' and NO2 1 contents in jracipitation collected in the

valley at 675 a above sealevel with that in samples of the same preci-

pitation collected simultaneously on a neighbouring flat mou-.tain top

of 1780 a above sealevel, the type of precipitation being taken fnto

accouwL. (rain, snow, shower, thunderstorm etc.)l

b) comparison o- the NO3 ' and NO2 1 contents in precipitation collected in

the valley at 675 a abavoye *elevel with that in artificial dew or rim

condensed at the same plaoe; this artificial condensate ham to be re-

garded as indicative of the chemical properties of the air near the

ground;

a) investigation of the influence of point discharge near tha ground in the

valley, at 675 m above sealevel, on the NO310 and 11026 contents of pre-

sipitation and of artificial dew or rim collected at the same place.

After a rough estimate of the influence of the lowest kilometre of the at-

mosphere was obtained, we looked for the existence of relations between the

NO 3 and 102t oentents of the precipitation and the lability degree of the at-
mospherio stratification as well am certain atmospheric electric phenomenVg. A

final derivation, however, of fundamental relations between atmospheri,3 elec-

tric processes and conoentration of nitrogen-oxygen compounds in precipi-atic.-1i

will be poemible, if at all, only on the base of further datc, which are

being collected.

14.2, Experimental method

14.2,1. Point disch'argwe ovarreni

The point discharge current was recorded at station Farchant as desoribed

in section 2. It yielded a relative measure for the Ionization of the air caus-

ed by disecharg from adjaoent points of houses, trees, eto. The steal point was

Our station network, where the investigation wea carried out, Is far away
from Industries and other snigirleant souresv of air pollution.
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at the soa he~ght, on the alverag•, as the surrounding houses and trees.

As an example, Figure 103 shows a portion of a reoord obtained during

alight (02 CZ) and heavy (20 CIE) snow fall. The followint curves are inolud-

eds Potential gradIient (2), air earth ourrent (1), point discOarge current (P),

number of positive and regative smail ions per on0 at 1.5 1 above the ground
(n+, n_). We see that the number of small ions of both polarities rises oonai-

derably whenever the point disoharge ourrent exoeeds ai oertatn threbhold, and

this occurs whenever the potentil gradient exceeds &. value of 1000 - 150 v/a
(both sign). In our equipment, the number of ions rose appreoiably only if the

point disoharte current repwhed five times Its fi.'t weather values. In the

following, we shall use the expression 1increasod point disoharge ouzrut" only

in suoh oasos where this threshold value in exooeded.

r, 
, .

It

- --- T- - -r ---) r- --T -- T-- -'- '-- ---

4 2 24 22 20C CT

Figure 103

hkanple of behavicur of potertial gradient (1), air eairth current (1), point

discharge current (P), and number of small ions (n., %) at station Farobent.

Denee snow fall before 20 CV, elie, •now fail 02.00 CV'. Recorded with

electronic potentAoter recorder (Siemns und 'laleke, Haitmnmand Dramn)
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14.2.2. ColleotiMl of great itatiofl and dew or rime.
Method of hoalal analmis

p'ecipitation was collected at farchsnt, part of it 8imultaneo•ony ct Far-

',nant and on the WiJik peak. Polyethylene-bottles and -funnela, carefully rleon-

ed before each exposurep were used for this purpose. During long continued pre-

cipitation, the collecting vessals were always replaced after several hours at

the moat, especially in cases where the type of precipitation did not remain

the %am (transition of non-showery into showery or thunderstorm preoipitation;

transition of rain into snow, otc.).

Thanks to a collaboration rith the Max Planok Inetitut fUr Sillkatforschung

it was possible to carry out nitrate and nitrite analyses also of artificial

dew or rim. Moat of the atmospheric moisture was condensed, as dew or rime, oan

cooling fins placed in an out-door apparatur sucking abcit 200 a5/hr of air
through the fins. Dew and rime were analyzed in the ame way as wae the precipi-

tation.

All the ON1' and Ne02' analyses were made as soon so possible, in general at

once or before the secono dky nfter the iollectlgat the latest. The % values

were measured with the io!,ometric methol, and that usually immediately after

the samples had been oAksined.

Witrate a-.d altrite wee determined oclorimetrically with the help of the
Griess-1,oevay Re went, which is a mixture of sulfanilic acid, alpha naphthyl-

mnine, and acetic acid. With this mixture nitrite ions react to yield a red

aso dye. For tie nitrate detesrmination, part of the water to be analysed wani

allowed to run through an acid olasium reductor, Reducing nitrate to nitrite+),

and then the Grisls-Iloavay Reager.t added. The colora obtained were compared

with the colors of fresh mixturesa of t'e reagent with a number of nitrite am

1leduced nitrate solutions of different but known coticentrations, by steps and

+isually for the nitrite (henoe the discontinuous ordinate values in the figur-

as), with a photometer fo: nitrate. The resuilts are all given in mg NO,' or

1!02' per litre. The sensitivity was 0.02 sg/lltre for 9O0, (limits of error

*bout ±. , and 0.002 mg/litre for 1402' (liaits of error In cames of such low

coc:oentration about +15 %). When the NO.' concentratioa was found tV be oar-

tatnl, loss than 0.002 ml i, it was noted dnwn as 0.000 or, when usiM

lokritinic coordilantee in fit4uroe. as 0.001.

The method was developed together with K aiu4 soAll be purbllshed
Si~hrer.
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14•3s. Results

14.3.1. Influenoe of a differenee lA %jtitu4e of about 1100 a

(3600 feet) on J0O..ElJi2 2'...-n rM2iptt4tion

Ir. Figure 1049 t&* WO' and 1021 conoentrattome Ln preoipitation sample.

collected on the Wank peak are plotted against tho"J's~onllteod sifalt"ne. fly
at the valley tstatin• rachant. It is evident from this figure that the?. to a

o-yetematio relation betweer. "e Tank and the simitaneocu Farohant precipitation

as far/the NO, Iiontento are concerned. PrAdominartly they are higher in the

valley than WA* the peak tatiton. For the NO2 ' coontents, homwevr, no equivalent

relation exisla, as it soen ca the right hand sids of Figure 104.

This means thate

a) On the average, at least 50 % of the NO' oontents in the precipitatiou

originates in altitudes at least 1O00O a above the valley station. Due to in-

fluences from near the ground the MY oontents vrry systematioally, i.e. in-

crease by a factor which Is nearly the sam for all weather conditions.

b) The P021 contents of the precipitation are stronly varied, and that

systemetically, by Influences from near the ground. Only a small share of the

V02 , contents found in the valley precipitation originatos with certainly in

altitudes more than 1000 a above the -round (coopare t4ble 10).

PAECOITrtAP COLEC ED OA? VALLEY STATMMtE FADCNANT. 2lU iPU

rl -7----4- &, e

aie ofA I 0 s am I fh/.+ ++:+++' 4 - 2 dl M

OffCOMPAY0t C*Urtbr r Of sAow. Wa NK, 040 AL r---

Figu&re 104
Comparison of precipitation eileoteod at volley station Frchant with that

sol.ooted at peak station lank
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.1.2. Co rUAMmff ef inMM° y -1ArseLDit•tLm with ecatents La

in or rim, -both olloos.4d tL the, MAI

A 4o" IS'aMn of 30# and 0i.' contents in precipitation on the one hand,

and in artificial dew or rim, which Is .ollootod simltaneously, on the othvr

hand, abeso bho the nooeentrotics of altrogn-oz7ygeh compounds in the preolpt-

atisn. patioles Ine a""" duriaC their fall throsh the layer near the ground,

sin" the chesloal properties of t:.s latter are indloato4 by dow and rim. Ia

FIP4re 105, the oae@ of non-abwne-7 and nos-thunderetoz2 precipitatione i giren;

We Ae that the 10,0' conertratiim is dew (rim) do not correlate with and t•e

smaller (.moctor about 2 - 10) then the I10, concentratica in simultaneous

prooipitatleA iWl.hi repect to 002', a clew oomlrtiom betries dew (rim)

and precipitation concentration is demonstrated by the figure. The 002# ontents

in dew (rim), furthermore, is about twiec that of precipitations.

We Wy onclude thata

a) The inflenoce of the aOtrogen-oo•g•n ooamoiom in tne layer near the

ground (indicated by nitrate in the artificial condensate) on the N01' oontents

of the preoipitations is smallI

b) with inoreasing nitrogen-arygon comounds in the layer near the ground

(indicated by nitrite in she artificial condensate), the 102' contents 08 the

pr-eolpitation increase too.

L L - SLOWU±U PCtIFffh CftofCI a? MAuf? SAWMMAlA• NO rM
Amy IF - J" Is

ii.. ......
of ! 4 V a L

Cee;orieau of preelplistimo witAh artiftial oeadonate, both eollsetod *imul.

taneue"1' at valley ettatien Prshet. Plo - showery proeeiptaties
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fteazdIM only the ondl.tim lae wfw ahimwa~i.iit pwvvepit~tilos

(VI.#ur 106) we find the ratioc of NO3 i precipitati on U 031 'n dew or rim

&" (lose clearly) 302' 1& prmeipitmtiin to 3102' IA Um or riam es the aver"*

to be shifted, ooupeatw4 with nou-showery ocodittama In favour or the contents

in the preolpitatica. This ms5.&Wts that the inaromoa~, 4ccpared with aoa-ebower7
conditiomp, of nitrate and nitrite In the shover &M Sba4oreto2" preoolpitatims

io asused predominantly by ma absorptiom of nitrogem Wdee at b Is"? .'

m 0LIL9 R OCWVTAMW CGUVISI W *WAUJY V n FAKe~*CMdr MOYc

-- w V - r Al

AI ., j I

ra.-

SV (ft~ #MOW PM AROe %kmrCdUArM -. MUYS~ . NN

VtICwe 106
Companieso of precipitation with artificial conduenate, both collected simt-

taneeusly at 'valley station Pam-hant. Shawen precipitation.

1_4.3.3. lpfl4eo of kelat discharge nMa t4e zrwa*4 an the 141

run, both neleoe 600 the vall..v

l% aej be supposed that teteotable amoutst of NO and 0~ 1awe foramj mear

tbe 'rv4 at time.she the96 point tisebarge noar the manare" Petat. on the

earth'esuerface (e,ý Plant*. houses. *to.) &&warse&* "a" eotSIOR 14.2.1.).

The duration of Aji6roeastd point divahsage current so a pero.-tne of the preel..
pitatlo* duratium wom cosen. as a relative measure ta It*e swe4Alqtim.

As it liletr*tid La ?Igure IOT, there Is s auvme ofl.e too duration of

Increased 1,.eat dion~ame awrrent em the N10). *At a dortml$4 awo am 1i. NO,

~etene of proeipstaix". Ifth OAooeeeatrel&. is more tha 0.0', mg mcv/lltro.
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AfArf COULLCYl0 A? VALUCt MAUW. FPAROUlNI JV F?
JAil V-M• V

• : MI ,• "

'° !- , LI
-iat4

- ~ ~ ~ ~ b" - V .#I..

inR n In% ,r • M%
" '" ~Mf W SJAML PmrT 01"N•"O r r aS M* r" at' Ame"(W"H0 MWt

Influence of point discharge on nitrate ,.nd nitrite contents
in precipitation

the point diecarge current is Inareased durizg about 25 - 50 % of the precipl-

tatlon i;izo If It is less than 0.002 mg 10,/litre, the point diabharge current

io iuoreeod.e on the average, during loes than 25 % of the precipitation time.

Corresponding results were obtained from the NO 3' and X021 analyses of the

"A;TVW SW (tie ca iLED pumm PtocoaAnm .?(. A? muE? ..A...r.Weme t -: n

-W SY -AmUs

,i ~ ~*Ii) I.....T7 'T" >r.4 ju .± .. .--7Kk -- .. :'"'

aIl I _

U~i So n I % 9 2 I W %
OF WAUof" A DISOiMM CLJARt N AS PMSfENAU or PftrIPIArn* r1gW

Figure 100
Influenoe of point discharge on nitrate and nitrite rontont

Of artificial1 condeneata
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artificial oondAnuat. (Figure 1M)s the 0 3' conoentra4 ion Is not Influesoed

by the duration of Increased point discharge current, but the 30?' oanoontr.-

tion clearly risen with rising percentages.

T•is study defonatraeds during extended periods of increased point dis-

charge near the ground, detectable amounts of nitrogen oxides ar formed. They

cause the 102' concentration to rioe in the artificial condensate (but are not

large enough to influence noticeably the ]0.31 values, which are so much higher).

Alao in precipitatlons, they influence only the 1025 but not the 10 3' contents,

which is in ag-reeent with section 14.3.2.

14.3.4. Influence of the lability enerl in the 700 - 500 .b isyMr on

the N03 ' and N02' contents of precipitation colleoted in the

valley

In section 14.3.2. it wa found, that in shower and thunderstorm precipitation

there is more NO 3 than in the non-showery type. It appeared interesting, the-

refore, to exa-ine if a correlatlon exists between the atmospherio lability 4d-

gre. end the X03' and NOM' contents in precipitatioas. Relative values of the

lability energy between 700 and 500 ob, which layer proved to be the most im-

portent for our studies and therwfore was used in the evaluations, wee obtain-

ed as described in secticn 4.2.7.

The results of this exanmation are given in Figures 109 (rain) and O10

R A IN•, COUC"I' At WILLE STATION FAtM'WANT, ,21 FErT

JAMN U -JAN SO

1% '

LABIIT Ekf*O tQELATIVE VALUE" 1 98 709 M& -

.igur. 109
Correlation bo~f.L-' lab~ility energy of the 700 - 500 mb lays.r and nitrite or

nitrate content in rain
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(e S l). ltber ia raU nor in anow does the 92c oemeitration exhibit y
obvims serrelatio vith the lhbillty eneraw, bat the NO3 oonoentratiom does,

both in rais mid ia mow.

LJUZL OLfECt7 At VALLt? SON FAMOFVr, lme ;wrU

4 _______-ANSI 
&-.AV' 

-

V I

i~-1

a a s S 4m a X N1

- LAMVr E V

Pigrs 110

Corelation between lability energy o;7 the 700 - 500 ab layer and nitrite or

nitrte ocontent in snow

In the ease of negative lability energy, the Ot concentration Ii rein

Ie below 1.0 g/litre, sometimes even below 0.1 ag/litre. In ibe oase of. po-

siti•e lability energy, Ush rang* is 2.0 - 0.2 mg/litye. All tha NO110 cqnoon-

trations found during high lability energy are higheor than those found during

s.trmei negatiroe ability energy. The results for snow ers analctgus, but the

NOý' values are hgher then in rain.

Thue we oan states the NO 31 eontent ntf precxpitstions io clearly in:erssed

with rising lability energy of the atmospherio layer betwefpn 700 and 500 ab,

06ie ýhbe Ea21 contents do sta ahow any oorrelation with it. Thip Iv true for

me~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ri sad •• ••• 'mica. m •
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14.3.5. Influence of tb. frguency of slim r-v•'_ale of tP foeAim

itfiled =n the c••ntda...°on,.ntents of mro~lvtttoms onlleot-

.4 In the valley

Syuc.tiic atmospheric eluctrio Inveet1iations hae dew strste*4 that during

prooepitetion a correlation exists between the frequiaen of tie siep revereals

of the fcr.ei,-n field and the slJultaneosi laIdlity anergy in the 700 - 500 mb

layer (compare seotion 4.2.7.).

In this connection an investigation seemed appropriate 00 er.OniAS the

correlation between frequency of sign rew reals .f i•eCWeld and W31 or N02'

contents in precipitation. The study was based om the mwa frequency of sign

reverse•ls per hour ocusputed from the potential gradient records at the low

level stations Farchant, Oaruisoh and Wlbee". The result la given in Figure 111.
03,088

The N02' :ontente show no correlation, but a ratherconneotiom appears between

10 3 contents and frequency of sign reversals of the foreign field. For In-

atanoo, the 10 concentration in the came of 3 reversals /hr is ten times

the concentration found in the case of 0.5 rovereals/hr.

PftCIPVTATION COLLECTED AY VALLEY STAlON FAACHANY, 22 FrT

JUNE U-OCt SY

t

-ri-n-1- T ' T i...

a? 3 4 1 2 3 4

- SIGN REVE'R$S OF FOWISN FIELD /HOUR, DURING PN&IVffTATN TIME
AW&ASE OF 3 VALLO' SAN*N$

Figure Ill

Corr*lation betweon the frequency of sign revrersals of the potential gradient

end nitrate or nitrite corntents in preoipiteation
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We *ej conclude, that the NO,@ content of precipitation Is closely con-

nected with such atmospheric electric proceses as are important also for the

sudden and frequent sign reversals of the foreign field. This possibly means,

on the other hand, that the 10,' content in precipitation may be regarded as

sensitive indicator for important electric procasses ,occurrinC during the for-

natic of precipitation and of shower and thunderstorm charges. Such a

suppsition would be confirned by the facts reperted in sections 14.3... and

14.3.3., namely that only a low percentage of the NO' content of precipitation

is affected by influenoefn¶ear the ground. According to 14.3.1., the NO ' con-

tent of precipitation during the fall through the lowest 1000 a, is increased

not more than by the factor 2, and not at all by the factor 10 or 20, which

on the other hand, can acompsAny inoreasing sign reversals. Since the NO2 '

conoertraions are indicatory of processes near the ground, as our data suýgest,

it is reasouable that they do not show any correlation with the frsq,.ency of

sign reversals of the foreign field.

14.3.6. Tabular survey of results

In Table 8 the results of analyses are summarized which were obtained for

the precipitation samples qollected at Farchant, and in Table 9 we lave the

analogou Wank values. The date are given separately for each type of precipi-

tation. In Table 10, the proportions Wank-value to Farchant-value are presented.

The tables demonstrate, that more nitrate and nitrite is in shower precipitation

and, excepted Wank values for nitrite, in snow, than in uniform rain. The thun-

derstorm values, again excepted Wank values for nitrite, are situated about'the

middle of the sequence. Especially high nitrate values are found in hail and in

rain of very large drops occurring at the beginning of some chower rainfall!,

but here we have few data and this result, therefore, is rather uncertain.

The proportions concentration NO ' to concentration NO2 ' differ greatly from

eaon other. The proportion is most shifted in the direction of NO 3

a) on lank peak during thunderstorm

b) in the valley (Farchant) during snow eh-wer (rain of very large drops

and graupel omitted).

The average values NO3 concentration NO21 concentration are 105 at the

valley station Parch.ant and 185 at the peak station Wank, in agreement with

Table 10. This may signify that most of the nitrogen-oxygen compounds are

oxidised, whiLe the precipitation is falling down to the lank, and that new

nitrite is absorbed, while it is falling from the Wank level down to the

Va1 ley.
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As is shown in Table 10, the NO 3, oontents of the lank precipitations, • n

the averae is 66 % of that deteraine! in the valley. The analogous percentage

for NO2' is only 20 %.

By these tables, the statements derived in sections 14.3.1. - 14-3.3 from

the figures are confirmed.

In Table 11, the results of the pN measurements are summarised. Her^, too,

the different kinds of precipitation are separated. The values in rain shower,

thunderstorm rain, even rain, and snow are nearly the meao. The differences

are assumed to be casual ones. Only the low P. values in snow showers are rather

strkJing. Since the highest NO ' values also are found in showery snow, it is

imaginable that the low P. in caused by the existence of free acid (HNO3 )

(compare k (1951)1 nitrogen oxides are catalysts for tha oxidation of

SO 2 and respL~nslble in part for acidity in rain and fog.).

14.4. View points on the origin of nitrate and nitrite in

precipitations

14.4.1. Souroes of atmospheric aitroam oxide (10) and nitroaM

dioxide (N02)

In section 14.5., we shall discuss the experimental results given above. Be-

fore this, it seems suitable to state the root important sources which qxgst

for NC and NO2 (or N2045 which is in equilibrium with NO2) in those atmospheric

layers where precipitation is found. In this connection we may recall the foot

that NO easily combines with atmosph6ric oxygen by the exothermic reactions

2 NO +o0 2 N02 (1)

At XC0 C, this squilibrium still lite far over to the right side¢ at 6500 C,

however, all NO2 molecules decompose to NO and 02.

a) NO is a highly endotheric ecompound. One of the ways of formation is

that by the action of electrical discharges upon airs

12 4 02 q 2 NO (2)

A reaction mechanism starting from the ionisation of the nitrogen moleoule:

1. N ,.a e (3)

ras 6.oen suggested by a number of authors (A±!a (1930), !Wb=WhjepaM
(1950), and others)l It seem plausible, beoause I0 formattom j.at sets in at
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* voltage corresponding to the Ionisation energy of N 2 aocrrding to (3), I.e.

et about 17 e0. The 9O formation is accelerated at atwut d eV, where dissoci-

stion into the atoms N and 9 takes place. Since 17 eV are easily reached in

all kinds of atmospheric discharges, also in silent discharges, we are per-

haps a.lowed to say that the occurrence or at least a high value of NO or

!:02 is an indicator of ion production in the air. This is true even if ioni-

zation reactions, sulch as ), are not the only mods of formation of NO or NO2 .

Although the amount of NO being in equilitrium with air is only 5 % by

volume at 3000 C and I %,volums at 2000 C, such percenteage ore possible

also at lower tomereatures, if the NO, once formed, is cooled very o..ickly to

texperat,:rse of slow equilibrijur establishr-mnt, where it is metastable.

Reynolds (192t, 1950) found that the pVoportion of NO2 in the atmosphere

never did increase dirine thundery weather. This is not inconsistent with the

above statements and with the experimental results presented in section 14.3.,

since s*ynolds made analyses of air, and not of the thunderritorm precipitatio

which abseore the 1O2 existent in the air (see below 14.4.2.). Xukherjee (1955)

states that electric spark discharges in the atmosphere are not primarily re-

sponsible for for••tion of nitrates in rain, although they ity have some

e:fect in tne lower et.osnhere. ",iis statenent must not be considered incon-

sistent with the data of section 14.3., which showeynitrate level in all kinds

of precip.tation \co:tpa section 14.5.).

As is well known, ozore (0 ) also Is for.ed by slectrical discharges.

b) industrial amd technical origins NO2 may be regarded as tne most pre-

valent of the oxides of n:'trogen in air ;,ollution and smogj it is liberated

in many chemical processes, by internal combustion engines, overhead trans-

'ission lines, during welding operations, etc. Many paperS deal with the re-

lativuly high concentration of NCI an' other nitrogen oxides in the air of

Los Angeles and other towns (see s.-vey riven by Miller (1954)).

1112 of this origin, of course, is forskd near the gro%•,nd; accordi•g to

t'.e seteorolocical conditions it is treansported in horisontal a•d vertical

Ji roetin. It has trih'" for an ares of about 50 mlee radtiu round Par-
,t taere are no towns nor industrial works.

14.4.2, Reaetios. of altr n oxideqnd nitrod[n dioulo with

t7e processes icaurvling woten 00 or 302 of misturee ef these asides reset

vith ester are very **"logo and depend ms may factor esueh as quiadtit? eand

kind of tlotinse present. preehnee of *some. ooegeetrotloo of 00 ar PC.,r
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physical state of the water, tooperaturs, avmable tis, eta.

One possible reaction ise

N0 + W02 + R 20 t 2 HWO2  (4)

In cases where we may assu¶ that there is sufficient time (several alnutes),

that most of the NO, If present, be ozidised to N02, the main reaction leading

to nitrlo and nitrous acids end nitrates and nitrites in proetpitatiun will bea

2 02 4 2 0' q, NO;o N0 * 2  (5)
Nitr'us acid decouposes easily by the endotUrnbic reaction

3 "o02 01 o3 + 2 NO + ",21 (6)

This docompos'tion is )roaoted by risine tenverature and by sll the ,-ir La-

ot•,oes which favour oliainnatlco of the NO (reactionSeaqair yielding HMO.,

according to (1), (4), (5), and (6) ). Solutions of nitrites are vcre stable

tnan those of nitrous acid, their stability depends on the oation pNo Ton-

ceatration, temoerature, etc. Pree 1FM02 of vsr- low conoentration Is said to

Iecoo*ose not so easily as do 3vea dilute snlutional on the other hand, the

formation of nitrates is prorca:.d in the recence of ozone.

14,5. Discussion and conclusions

The data obtained suggst that no detectable share of tVe nitrte contents

in precipitation and artificial ctndensate is caused by point discharge at the

earth's surface (section 14.5.1. f.iomres 107 and 10b). Voet of %'-e nitlttg

contents in the valley precipitat'•n, it is true, Is foleed near the ground

(seotior n .•.1.. table 10). eno that at least partly by the influenco of point
iise'arse (soet~ont 14.5.1.. Pium1r• 07'. Ntut the aver••e n'trite amo•nt in preal-

pitatioa es•o-., 'Y lasting soint disc argo is only abovut n.01 aa/lItre (PFigre
t07), and. owing to relativily low tempreture, little available tim. et%,,

not tuct, were nitrate can he formed y he same process (see section 14.4.).

di•e the sversiro bell conntents lit rocipitations :olleste4 In tn. valley io
'.• t, be ahŽult O.N oltre. vid "on more for 'toveoro ed tnuAerstosua

tableP.,eriit** *A4We !tes, tthe Vr'_-A4 by Point 41*42ttX#. therefore, 10

wih~ ta !loims of error and can tbe negiected 91to".re 1071. 0# %A ott~cr ho-d.
%'N ý01 _-)Pote~t iý t-e valley pro~ot itatiton rise by tthe fwet~t IV (14.44.

.'~a i(A W- 410 eVe stable 6tr%%.f1C*atý t4n isCheaag t'%e Mtath -no

1, the 70k)' -tW 4A layer. £-'c rdllslly the JD,-* tetts Inwe tt are

eases-tiail l .rirss*A siti- tel lrareit is frsa it w.-eOemry %* 05oeer ýr CA'ýrlsr.
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awd 9( valley and mountain top). An especially clear increase of the nitrate

-ont.ents in the precipitation in observed, when the frequency of sign reversals

of t-.e field is increasod (seotion 14.3.5.; Figura 111). A certain NO,# anount,

however, is found a&-o in steady preoipitation, in the valley and on the Wank

peak, caused perhaps by electrical processes oocurring also in nimbo-stratue

cloulae %hia amount Is not likely to be causee by industrial or similar pro-

cessee. fnr we could observe that in the course of long continued strong otoady

nrecipitation its nitrate contents Is rot ditM/.-hod.

Prom ieose facts it in cvident that those 60 - 70 % of the valley precipi-

tation nitrate contents which are found already on the Wank top and thus origi-

note at altitudes at 1000. higher than the valley st-tio-n (section 1A.3.1.j

Fijr.re 104; table 10) egenti.±ly are formed not on the Wank'•c surface, but

nigher up, and that also the nitratst incremert observed during showers and

thundorstorMs is due to electrical procesees in the free atmosphere. The con-

parlson of tables 8 and 9 shows furthermore that the proportion NO 3 '/N0 2 ' a'-

ways is ý'igner at tie Wank t.ar. :i; Farc?:wrt. This, too. may indicate that the

origin cr" the nitrogen-oxygen coopounds In the precipitation Rupt be at alti-

tudes high abwve the Wan.k, so trat tiere is e:.ough t-me for the NO2 1 to be

oxidized.

Therefore, if it is allowed tr, n3s•:me that formation of nitrogen oxides

or nitrates is connected with ionization processes in the atmosphere, then we

may, with all reserov, conclude from jur date, that during all kinds of preci-

pitation jnany sore ions are formed in the cloud jeoel, e.g. at more than 1000 m

above the ground, than near the grcund by point discharges. Anyway, the field

strengths occurring in the cloud level must be supposed '.o be higher than

those near tre ground.

As fa2 as the artificial condensate is concerned, its nitrate concentration

is not appreciably influenied by point discharge near the ground, unlike its

nitrite cmcentratlon •Figikre 106). The reasons may be 'he *ame as suageted

above for the case ot precipitation. The nitrate content in the condensate is

not it,.fluenced by whether simult.ne 4s precipitation is showery or not (Fi-

gurea IO0 and 106), since the condensate reiresente th ohemlcal proporties

of the stmosphere near the ground, where it is collected.

As to thunderstorms, it it eirnrilisig that the highest nitrate and nitrite

conoentratione are deterained not in thunoeretarma, but in showers, eszeclaly

snow shows" (1sbies 8 and 9 ). We eannot exolsin this fact as yet. 9esjdee we

loearn rom table 9 and 9 that -in eaneclaily high oroportion *; 3'iN02' is ni -

sirved in tonaerstorw rain collected on tý.e Wonk peak.
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The following objection could be raised to the aesortion, that the nitrate

increase frund durinj unstable conditions is due to electrical discharges in

tne free atmosphere at higher altitudess during strong turbulence the vertical

exn.h-nge of the air Is considerable, so that nitrogen oxides from near the

rroiuid are transported t gher up than during stable conditons. These gases

tnen can be absorbed by precipitation much more thoroughly than in cames where

the precipitations meet them only .n a relatively thin layer above the ground.

This objection, however, is decidedly refuted by the fact, that in precipitations

lastinr soverel hours and even days no tendency of the nitrate contents to de.

crease could be observed (see above). On the contrary, the nitrate concentration

rises during lacting precipitation as soan as steady precipitation change. into

showery or thunderstorm precipitation, The NO2 ' contents of the precipitation,

on the other hand, which always are indicatory of chemical processes near the

ground, were observed to be diminished in the course of long precipitation

periods.

Workman and Reynolds (1950"o point to tkqe phenomenon that, with wertain

contaminants in freezing water, potential differences of as much as 250 V arsee

between the solid and liquid phases. According to Reynolds (1955) contami-

nations cf 10-4 mole NaCl per 1000 g ice are sufficient to produce effects on

the frictional charging (compare Peynolds at al. (1955a, 1955b) ). In this

connection it might be of interest that the maximm concentratione of 3O 3,

which wq found in solid (liquid) precipitation, are 2 (3.5) K/litre, 1.e,

3 (5) x 10-5 mole/litre (Table 8), thus of nearly the sas ordsr of sapi-ade.

If also ritrate contaminants should be important in the process of cloud.

electrtfiýation and charge separation, they could, naused by discharges, again

cause discnarges and thus an avalardelke aocumaatior of electricity, when

showers or thunderstorms are built up.

Tre matter is complicated and the co;:clusiome are presented for discussion

sore than for acceptance. The results are fn be confiramd and refined •t more

observations awq data. in particular, the relatior.e between nltrogen.oxygen

compounds in precipitation and atmospheric electric processes nave to be

studie(t aore thorougthly, since it seems certain that the nitrate contents of

precipitation must be taken into consideration an indicatory of processes

occurring in the cloud jewel.
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",J. Uoan diurnal vertatonrA of the ataoephvrio electric

%egitud eg r month or eeaon .St each station during

five weathez

A alrosel mentioned In seetioc I., tf4e fine weather ) hourly means of

potential gradient and air earth vurrent were determine4 for each month and

seaton and for each of bem stations. ihey will sare* to make possible compa-

risons with the date of ether ilvaetiptor" obtained in other geographical

rwgions and climates. In the course of 'iur work they were needed as a base,

deviations from which were ohiraOteristic of and due to bad weather aid just
of tkho~Ins weatherftaiAs

the main sub3eoti our stud6isa thiu-51W e 02rT o y-products. They are being

published in volume IX, part A 1of the present Weport, where we shall find for

eacn sta~ions

T) he mean diurnal variations (averaer hourly m-ene) of potentiei gra-

?4ient and air earth current for eaoh individual conth of the years

t9r, 1956, and 195'.

The diurnal variation curves of the single stations are arran-ed for

each month on oae separate page, one above .he other according to

the altitude above &e*level. Opposite to each such plate there is

a table Fvling numerically the same data as are used in the plates

and additionally the total monthly mean for each station as well as

the rumber of fine weather days. Each table and each nlate contains

a key to the signs used.

2) The mean diurnal variations (average hourly means) cf potential gra-

dient ana air earth current for each individual meteorolorical seasonf

from fall 1954 till winter 1957/58.

The arrangement on the plates and the accomranyinE tables are analogous

to those mentioned under 1.

3) The mean ilurnal variationb (average hourly means) of potential gra-

dient nnd air earth vlzcrent for the four oeteoroi-.,ical seasons++),

the seasonal meai values for each :;,,r of day beir.n formed of the

data of &U the res'ectiv* seasons from fal 1`454 - winter 1957/58.

7he arrar.gment cu the plates and the accompanyinp tables are analogol:s

t, those sentioned under I.

it is
", "fine weather" we w,,derstand a weather situation where: a)/cloudless, or
there ii only Cumuli;$ with not rore thar, talf of the KYy overcast and/or
Irms and b) the respective station is not within iog and c) tnere is no
recipitation, conseq,,nZly.

"-"etecrnlooj'csl seaxons"; winter - December, January and February,9 rInr, - Ptrc., A-ril, and May; etc.
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The recordinE and evaluation work is still beig z.ontinued for a tim",

ar.d furtber data shall be obtained. Therefore the rpsults given in vo!une II,

part A, will not yet be discussed definitively h're. However, we wish to stath

the following:

The variation of the atmosphoric eglectrio elements on fine weather days

are strongly influences ay the orographlcal position al the station. At the higr

level stations Wank and (especially) Zugspitze the inflnenie of "Austausoh" be-

comes evident, if we coLTare the potential grad-ioat c-vto with the air earth

current c ryes: when nuclei arc carried up to the station level by convection,

the potential gradient is increased, while thn air earth current is lowered.

Thereiore, In the s9,aona with strong exchange, not even at Wank and Zugspitze

the maximn of potontial gradient and air earth current coinside with the ocea-

'iC or arctic maxima, which are 7orldwide and found in fine weather at the same

;-eenwich Mearn Time everywhere. On th%) othur hand, at station Zugspitze the

taxima are synchronous with the worldwide ocsanic or arctic mayit daring

cost of the winter months. Thus, only in winter and at altitudes of at least

2500 m above the sealevel, the global maxima, which are independent of the

local time, can be observed over the continent of Central Europe. At 1800 a

above sealevel, a" is shown by the Wanlk results, both maxiam are influenced by

the exchan.e even oftes in winter.

Sunrise and sunset effects*) are especially clear at the valley stationxt

the potential gradient here decreases about at sunset time, imediaae1y after

swurise it increases. Consequently, at the valley stations the daily day-time

maxima are higher and broader in surmer than in winter. Mean diurnal variations

of the potertial gradient in fine weather with two maxima per twenty-four hours

oca.Lr seldom.

At the 31ope stations Eibsee, Obermoos, and Riffelriss, the fine weather

curves are less easy to be understoool they are strongly influenoced by inveresio

levels and orographic upward or downward winds preponderating In the respective

month.

+) These effects will be &nalyzed in detail in the course of the further work
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16. C!!Mlsoa of the fine weather behaviour of the atm-ooherio electric
amittsdes with water vapMur pressure, RIP-value. and .,,tential

equivalont temperature

kaoording to section 15., the p.voenoe or absence of exchange, its range,

stren4th etc., are of considermble importanee for the moothly or seasonal mean

diurnal variations of the atmospheric electric magnitude* in fine weather.

ýherefore we studied tPe correlations between fine weather potential gradient

and air earth curre-.t on the one hand, and simultanoous water vapor pressure,

"c*c eotnion inc catar'"4RF, and potential equivalent temperature Nn the other

hand. This wil Le dealt with in the oresent and last eection, thogh not vet

definit!ve'.y, ap th.e measuring date are still being increased. It is the mur-

pose c: this inveztigation to find cput, which of the three mentioned meteoroI3-

gical aamgni- des correlates %ne best with the deviations (11 the atmospheric

electric magnitddes ca sed b. the vertioal exohange. The throe meteorological

magnitades were calculated from the records of temperature awd relative humi-

Aity obtained at our station Parchant and at the observatories of the Cern•an

Weather Service Garmisech and Zug•pitze (where our atmospheric electric intru-

seats are housed); to speak more exactly, we caloulaced them from the hourly

mean values of these records, which we determined plalbmetrically. The methods

of calculating water vapour pressure and potential equi-alent tempcrature, the

latter by using the respective values of atmospheric pressure, may be presumed

to be well known. "he method of calculating the /ARY vplues will be found in

volume I1, Pext 1. It has been described already in Technical Report AP 61

(514)-732-C (p. 72 foll.), where first results with this ma••itude have been

resorted upon.

Vo ume II, Part B of the present Report fives the results of the evaluation,

whioh ame obtained till now; it rives for the stations Zugspitze, Gar'risch and

Parchant ard for each individual season of the years examined the meom diurnal

variatiome (average hourly means) of

a) water vapor pressure (9)

b) 4 R? value

a) potent•al equivalent tnmperatire (Tp)

d) potential gradient (E) (as In peart A 2 of volume II)

e) air earth current (1) (as in p-t A 2 of volume I1)

in fine weather, and that again in graphs and tables.

First let us look at the curvee of station Zupitas e we notice that the

typical behaviour cf potential grLtient (1) and air eartb ourrent (I), which is
caused
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by exchange in the afternoon, jnly occurs in Peasons when at the game hours

of day, Tp. and A R? show very high Maxima (cIaoider ocales Of ordinatos!).

Usually also the water vapor pressure shown a simultaeoeus maximum, but not

always; so it would appeo that it is less suitable for examining exchange

problems than the Ather ;wo meteorological magnitudes oonsidsred. In winter,
when potential gra•.ent and air earth current at station Zugapitse show the

curves typical of records also of arctic or oceanic stations, there Is no pro-

nounced maximum in the diurnal curves of Tp and A RI: not even during -ao-

lation the station is reached by air mastes from the layer near the ground.

In G2asoh, pronounced maxima of RY and Tp were found in all seasons.

The Maxima of e, if existent, are only slight. The depression of the ARy

6irre found within the maximm in spring and in uamer, sometimes also in

fall, but never in winter, must be regarded as a typical oriterion of the ex-
change being Just at its culmination and carrying up and awsy from the valley

part of the humidity and of the nuclei. The correlatioze between the meteorolo-

gical maguitudes on the one hand, and the atmoepheric electric magnitudes on
the other hand are not easily to be surveyed. Tror the present we ean states

Durinze the above mentioned depression in the maximus of the APF curve,
both air earth current and potential gradient Are lowered, the potential gra-

dient remaining msch higher than the diurnal mean vaJ . of the respective sea-
son (this - 100 %), while the air earth current goes below its diurnal mean
value. The Tp curves always are strikingly parallel to the potential gradient

curvtes

The curves of station •arheat, beochiso of local influences, cm not eaei-

ly be accounted for as yet.

The correlations mentioned in section 16 are intended mnre to be presented

than to be analysed. A profuamder analysis, inoluding fUrther date which are

boing collected, will be given later on.
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